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ABSTRACT
The photovoltaic properties of efficient Cu 2S-CdS heterojunctions
t
have been investigated with the following aims: (1) to develop a model
for the band profile consistent with all the experimental observations,
(2) to understand the nature of the cotrplicated spectral response and
V-I characteristics of these heterojunctions, (3) to understand the z
affects of heat treatment on the photovoltaic properties of the cells,
l
and (4) to measure directly the ambipolar diffu sion lengths that deter-
mine the active region of the heterajunction
Fast and slow components of the spectral response of short-circuit
j photocurrent and the effects of secondary illumination on the primary
response have been investigated. 	 V-I characteristics and capacitance-
j
1.
voltage behavior have been :axamined for the cells in the dark and under
{ illumination.
a. Diffusion length measurements were made using a light microprobe
to inject minority carriers and the junction as a current collector.
'a Light-induced reverse breakdown observed in these heterojunctions was
also examined with the light microprobe.
I Heat treatment of the cells resulted in decreased long wavelength
response`.	 Secondary illumination with photon energy greater than 1.5 eV
partially restored the original response.	 Quenching of the enhanced short-
circuit photocurrent was observed in two infrared bands at 0.8 eV and
1.1 eV. _Slow components in the photoresponse show enhancement and
quenching regions in agreement with secondary illumination results. -
;r^
"^^^ 111
i
pill III	 g
Diffusion lengths between 3 x 10^4 and 6 x 10-4 cm were measured
in the US, and between 4 1 x 10-5 and 3 x 10-5 cm in the Cu2S.
Short wavelength light-induced reverse breakdown with a threshold
of 0.2 volts was observed in both V-I characteristics and light micro-
probe measurements. Photocurrents up to 2000 times the incident photon
flux were observed at low reverse bias. These breakdown effects were
correlated with imperfections observed on the junction.;
A model is proposed in which hole trapping at levels introduced in
the US by heat treatment varies the transparency of a conduction band
spike to photoexcited electrons tunnelling from the Cu ZS which are	 >>
responsible for the long wavelength response Enhancement and quenching
effects are related to changes in hole occupancy of these levels. The
reverse breakdown observed, under short wavelength illumination is
explained by light-induced Zener breakdown at high field points on the
junctions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
1.1	 Nature of the Problemit
The photovoltaic properties of semiconductor p-n junctions and
metal-semiconductor barrier cells have been studied extensively and
are well understood in the framework of present semiconductor theory.
These junctions have found extensive application as light detectors
r
and as solar energy conversion devices.	 Heterojunctions, i.e., junc-
tions formed at the interface between two semiconductors, are consi-
derably more complex and are therefore only qualitatively understood ,.
at present.	 The complexity of heterojunctions is due to the complica-
tions inherent in forming a junction between semiconductors having
different bandgaps, free carrier densities, electron affinities, and
often different crystal structures. 	 Despite these complications,
there has been considerable interest in hetero unctions because the
use of two semiconducting materials provides a great variety of possible
band profiles and allows flexibility in designing device characteristics
such- as spectral response.`
. e o unction formed b 	 Qu S and CdS is the subject of thisThe het x ^
	
y	 Z _ _	 ^
thesis.	 It has been found that by very simple methods Cu 2S layers can 1.
be grown-one CdS crystals resulting, in hetero,junctions having spectral
response characteristics which are a good match to the solar spectrum.
ir
i
I
Y.
J:
r
The work described in this thesis has been directed toward understanding
the photovoltaic properties of the Cu^S-CdS heterojutiction with the
;u
hope that through better understanding more efficient energy conversion
devices will result.
Considerable research and development work has been done on Cu2S-CdS
heterojunctions and on Cu-CdS barrier cells. At the present timer
heterojunctions formed on evaporated thin films of US can be reliably
produced wi , h solar conversion efficiency in the range of S to 6 percent.
Many of the features of these efficient cells are now reasonably well
understood, but a completely satisfactory model for the junctions has
not yet emerged.
There are several reasons why the Cu S-CdS photovoltaic cells have
been difficult to understand. The heterojunc;ion is a complex one
since the crystal structures and lattice parameters of the Cu2S and US
are very different. In addition, the Cu-S phase diagram is complex 	 -
with several metastable phases existing in the composition and tem-
perature range of interest. A second major difficulty in understanding
the electrical properties of the junctions is the lack of knowledge of
the physical parameters of Cu 2S itself. The problem is further
complicated by several unusual features observed in the spectral response
is
and V-I 'characteristics of the cells.
Most of the previous research on the photovoltaic properties of.
these junctions has been concentrated on spectral response measurements
and the light -generated V-I' characteristics of the cells. I'n the present
research the electrical properties of efficient Cu 2S-CdS hete.rojunctlons
have been studied using a wide variety of.experiment's in an attempt to
4 r:
2
ONE
obtain a new perspective on the problem. Experiments have been carried
out mainly with junctions formed on single crystal US to avoid the
additional complications inherent in polycrystalline films. However,
where possible, parallel experiments have been made on thin film cells
I,
so that the results of work on single crystal cells could be related
with some confidence to the more practical thin films.
,I
The specific alms of the research presented in this thesis have
been to (1) develop a model for the band profl ,le consistent with all
I
the experiments, (2) understand the nature of the complicated spectral
response and V-I characteristics of the cells, (3) understand the
^a effects of heat treatment which is a usual step in efficient cell
I
production, and (4) measure directly the minority carrier diffusion
ii
1
i lengths that determine the active region of the heterojunction.
t
1.2	 Survey of _Previous Research	
G
In 1954, Reynolds et al. l ' Z found strong photovoltaic effects when
^^
l	 I copper contacts were made to US crystals. 	 Open-circuit voltages of
,1445 volts and short-circuit currents of about 15 mamp /cm2 were reported.
The spectral response was found to extend to longer wavelengths than
the bandgap of CdS.	 This observation was explained by a two-step
excitation process through impurity levels in the CdS.
	
This was the
first reported observation of efficient photovoltaic effects involving
CdS.	 Possible solar cell applications resulted in extensive investi-
gation of US barrier cells at several laboratories.
	
Williams ..and
Bube3 investigated the properties, of phot 'o'voltaic cells made by plating
various metals onto US crystals.
	
These authors found that photoemission
from the metal into the CdS was responsible for the long wavelength
response. The most efficient cells were found to be Cu-CdS barrier cells.
Fabricius 4 and Grimsneiss and Memming 5 interpreted similar results in
Cu-CdS cells being due to a p-n photoeffect in CdS, a result in agree-
ment with earlier work by Woods and Champion.6
In 1962, Cusano798 reported results on the heterojunction systems
Cu2Te-CdTe and Cu25-CdS. Cusano interpreted his results as due to a
photovoltaic Junction between p-type copper telluride and n-type
f
cadmium telluride and a similar Junction in the Cu 2S-CdS system. The
F	 absorption of useful radiation was interpreted as occurring almost
:
entirely in the CdTe and CdS respectively. In addition, Cusano sug-
gested that the Cu-CdS barrier cells investigated by other authors
contain very thin;. Cu2S layers forming heterojunctions at the CdS
i
interface. The photovoltaic, response of Cu 2S-CdS heterojunctions
formed by vacuum evaporation of Cu2S - on CdS single crystals was reported
^, r
by Belle et a1. 9 These authors attributed the observed long wave
length response to an indirect absorption process in the Cu 2S. Research
Y1	 on evaporated and diffused Cu:-CdS cells by Bockemuehl et al. 10 were
explained by a double Junctionmodel. Keating 11912 working with this
F
kind of cell showed that a heteroj unction model was more likely than a
homoJunction model. The possibility of a photoconduct ng CdS layer
between the Cu2S and the bulk CdS was pointed out. Duc Cuong and
Blair13 attributed the extrinsic response to impurities in the CdS layer.
ai	 Considerable reserach has also been carried out on broad--area
photovoltaic cells involving the use of thin films of polycrystalline 	 j
CdS. The first such thin film cell was reported by Nadi akov et al.14
 in
Ajl
a 4
N	 ,,
1,954, using alumtnum and gold to form barrier cells. At this time,
several research laboratories investigated photovoltaic colls using
vacuum deposited films of WS with rectifying contacts of copper,
cuprous oxide, and cuprous sulfide. In 1958, Cabannes 
15 
reported photo-
voltaic effects using copper on WS films. In 1960, I-loss 16 reported
the alabrication of Cu-CdS thin film solar cells with energy conversion
efficiencies approaching 1 percent. Subsequently, many laboratories
investigated these cells in an effort to develop efficient, light-weight,
large-area solar cells. Chamberlin and Skarman 17 investigating Cu 2 S-CdS
thin film cells formed by a chemical spraying technique reported effic-
iencies up to 4 percent. The most reliable and efficient cells are
produced 'by a chemical dipping process due to Shirland and Hietanen, 18
in which the US surface is reacted with cuprous ions in an aqueous
solution. The current state of the art is reliable production of 5 to
I
6 percent efficient cells of about 50 cm` area. These cells involve the
heterojunction between evaporated CdS films and chemically formed Cu 2 S
layers.
Several , omplications arise in attempting to understand the de-
tailed mechanism of the photovoltaic effect in US barrier cells and
heterojunctions. The first question involves the nature of the junction
itself, i.e., whether one is dealing with p•n junctions, heterojunctions
or metal-semiconductor barrier-cells. It has been universally observed
that the oaly efficient cells are those using copper or a copper
compound as the rectifying contact to,.,,-tb.e CdS. 'Furthermore, the prop-
erties of cells made by electrop. I ating copper onto CdS and those 'made
by chemically forming a Cu2 S layer 
on the CdSare., remarkably similar,,
Cuprous sulf ide is a degenerate p-type
r.
of the space-charge region of the Cu2S-CdS hetero;unction is on the
US side of the interface. Similarity of the characteristics of
Cu-CdS barrier cells and Cu2S-CdS heterojunctions may be due to either
(1) a thin layer of Cu2S being formed at the US interface of the
	 i
barrier cells, or (2) copper diffusion into the US depletion layer
in both the barrier cells and the heterojunctions. In the first case,
both types of cells are actually heterojunctions and their character-
istics should be similar. In the second case, similar characteristics
could be expected as long as the US side of the junction dominated
the response, and provided the effective barrier heights for the copper
and Cu2S rectifying contacts were similar.
In dealing with Cu 2S-CdS heterojunctions, such as those formed by
chemically reacting the US surface with cuprous ions, a major problem
is understanding the band profile at the interface. Very little infor-
mation is available on the properties of Cu2S. Near room temperature
the phase diagram is complicated, with a number of nearly stable modi-
fications being possible. X-ray analysis of the layers formed on CdS
nearly always indicates that a number of these phases are present. The
dominant phase is orthorhombic Cu2S which has a, b and c lattice constants
of 11.88 A t 27.32 A, and 13.49 A respectively. 19 Optical studies have
shown Cu2S to have an indirect bandgap of 1.2 eV 20 and a higher energy
tgap at 1.8 eV. Because of the:.. strength of the _ absorp i _o n the latter is
probably a direct a
	
The optical absorption
 y	 g p. 	 coefficients determinedP	 P
in several studies 20-24 are shown in figure I.I. The electron affinity
^	
^	 J
is not known. Electrically, Cu 2S is a degenerate p-type defect semi-> 	 4
conductor with resistivity in the range of 10 2 to 10
-3
 ohm-cm. Hall
6

measurements show the mobility at room temperature to be abort 10
to 23 cm2/V-sec, and carrier concentrations greaterthan 1019 cm -3.25,26
Heterojunctions formed chemically in solution at around: 90°C show a
preferred orientation between the Cu 2S and the US crystals, with the
a- and c axes being aligned. 27
Research on Cu 29-CdS heterojunctions and Cu-CdS barrier eells has
resulted in many models for the photovoltaic process. 305010923028929
Much of the confusion has resulted from the use of low efficiency cells
in many
	
gof these investi ations. It such cells the long wavelength
response can reasonably be attributed to light absorption at impurity
13,30,31
states and surface states.	 In the high efficiency cells of more
practical interest, quantum efficiencies greater than 0.1 are realized I
over much of the spectral response interval.. Optical absorption con
il .	 siderations lead to the conclusion that the major long wavelength
C response of these cells-'originates in the Cu 2S layer * 23 The concern of
the present work has been the photovoltaic properties of these efficient
cells.
r
One of the major experimental observations on the Cu2S_CdS cells
has been the non-additive nature of the spectral response. In a con
'	 ventional p-n junction solar cell, the response to white light may be
fairly accurately obtained by integrating over the normalized spectral
response curve. Io the Cu2S-Cd,5 cells similar integration does not
yield the output under white ih%amination, the usual result of irate-
gration prediet.ng too small a value for the white output. This effect t
is due to the enhancement of long wavelength response by short wavelength
r
light. The spectral response of the enhancing radiation has led to a
a
8
r
Fi
model in which the series resistance of the cells is modified by the
photoconductivity of an insulating CdS layer at the interface. 23032,33
Similar enhancement effects were studied on Cu-CdS cells, 13 where the
enhancement effect war, attributed to increased red absorption through
impurity levels emptied by the short wavelength enhancing radiation.
The V-Z characteristics of efficient Cu 2S-CdS heterojunctions
show a crossover in the forward direction of the dark characteristic
and the characteristic under illumination. 34 Current models explain
this effect by the series resistance of the insulating US layer34
or by changes in the barrier heigf.,. ader i'llumination. 23 The adequacy
of series resistance model has been questioned in a recent publication.35
{	 The well established features of the efficient Cu 2S-CdS hetero	 j
f
junction operation may "be summarized as follows. The major 'light 	 4
lit absorption is in the Cu S film with electron diffusion to the junction
2
providing the photocurrent. Efficient cells require short heat treat r,r
f	 i;
ments to improve shunt resistance. The heat treatment diffuses accep-
23935
tors, probably copper, into the US widening Lae depletion layer.  #
As a result of the heat treatment the lcng wavelength response of the
cells is degraded, but may be partially_ recovered by simultaneous,.
23 32 2 33 9 35
	
G
i	 weak short wavelength illumination. 	 Spectral response of
the enhancement effect indicates that light absorption in the partially 	 t
compensated US layer at the junction is responsible for the enhancement.	 ?
t
}
r
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II. THEORY
2.1 Heterojunctions
An extensive review of the theory of heterojunctions has been
presented in the doctoral thesis of van Ruyven. 37 Only -a very brief
summary of the more important models 4S given here. Some consider-
ations of the general theories relevant to the Cu 2S-CdS heterojunction
are discussed in greater detail. Tunnelling in heterojunctions is
also discussed since it plays an important role in the analysis of
the experiments,
General Models for Heterojunctions
An abrupt junction model has been developed by Anderson 3$ for
Ge-GaAs heterojunctions. This treatment assumes transition from one	 {
a,
crystal to the other with a discontinuity in a single Mane of atoms.
i
This approach is applicable in certain cases where the mismatch in
x,	
lattice constants for the two semiconductors is very small. In Ander-
son s treatment the effects of dipoles and interface states,-are neglec-
ted. The transition region in this model is made up of tvo `barriers
which are the diffusion potentials in each material. The width of the
transition region and the total capacitance of the junction are obtain^F,"
by considering the individual depletion regions in series.
e ; 10
x
dd
The effect of junction-grading is included in a model by Oldham and
Milnes. 39	In this model the material parameters such as lattice constant,
energy gap, and,electron affinity are assumed to vary continuously across
a finite region.
A third model for junction profiles in which interface states
play a dominant role was introduced by van Ruyven. 37	The interface
states can arise duc to the;mi.smatch in lattice constant and the
difference in band structure..	 In this model the Fermi level is sta-
bilized at the interface by surface states and the work function dif-
ferences of the bulk materials are not important.	 An electric dipole
at the interface compensates the difference in work functions between
the semiconductor surfaces, and the total ,junction can be treated as
back-to-back Schottky diodes separated by a very thin metal layer.
Considerations Applicable to the CuZS-CdS Heterojunction
In this section the effects of crystal structure, band gap, and
X
!
conductivity of the two semiconductors forming the heterojunction s
are discussed for the situation applicable to the Cu2S-CdS hetero-
junction. 	 These semiconductors have different crystal. structures, E_
'lattice constants, and band gaps.	 In addition, Cu 	 is a degenerate
'
' semiconductor,r, while CdS is non-degenerate n-type. x
_	 Differences in cr}rst?;'	structure and lattice constents between
the two component semiconductors cause serious structural problems at
the interface.	 Efficient heterojunction-properties depend on intimate:
.
contact across the junction,; 	 This m'Ans tha	 a reasonable two dimen-'
sional match of the two crystal structures must be possible. 	 In the
r
_
,
sj
jCu2S-CdS ,unction, the a-axis and the c-axis of the orthorhombic (Cu 2S)
and hexagonal (CdS) structures are aligned. The a -axis lattice constant
of Cu2S is within 4 percent of being 3 times the CdS a-axis length.
Along the c-direction the Cu 2S lattice constant is twice the CdS lattice
constant within 0.4 percent. 27 The deviation from an exact match of
multiples of the lattice constants results in large strains at the
junction. The effects of such strain on the electrical properties of
a heterojunction are difficult to estimate.	 There may be changes in
f the bandgaps near the junction and interface states are probably af- a
fected by such strains.	 The piezoelectric effect in CdS may also
affect the eloetxical properties of the junction in the strained region.
The difference in the bandgapa of the two semiconductors forming
a heterojunction is its most interesting feature.	 In the usual photo-
I
cell involving a wide and a narrow bandgap semiconductor, the light is
incident from the wide bandgap side ("bac,k-wall 10' illumination). 	 The
long wavelength threshold of the spectral response is determined by
the narrow bandgap semiconductor.	 The short wavelength cutoff is due
{	 to the wide bandgap material.	 Thus in _principle the spectral response
can be tailored over a wide range by suitable choice of a heterojunc-
tion couple.	 In practice the structural problems outlined above se-
It
verely restrict the possible semiconductor combinations. 	 In the Cu2S-CdS
case the long wavelength response is determined by the 1.2 eV bandgap
of Cu2S.
	 However, because the Cu 2S is formed as a very thin layer
(- 3 x 10 5 cm) on the CdS, the Light is usually incident` through the
Cu2S ("front-wall" illumination).
	 The short wavelength response is
therefore no 'longer limited by the 2.4 eV bandgap of'CdS1.
;r
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iThe general nature of the band profile is determined by the con -
ductivities of the bulk semiconductors.	 However, the details of the
profile: in the transition region are very sensitive to affinity dif-
ferences, charged surface states, dipole layers, and cross-diffusion of
impurities.	 A few possible band profiles for the Cu 2S-CdS system are
sketched in figure 2.1_. 	 Since the Cu2S is a degenerate semiconductor,
the space Charge penetration into the p-side of the heterojunction is
very small and the junction may be treated in some respects as a metal- I
semiconductor Schottky barrier. 	 The depletion width and junction capac- t`
itance may be calculated from the usual relationships for Schottky
f
barriers 40 considering only the CdS side of the heterojunction.	 The
profiles (a), (b) and (c) of figure 2.1 show the effects of electron
affinity differences between the two semiconductors. 	 Similar discon-
tinuities in the band profile may result. from charged interface states
or dipole layers as in the case of junctions between different metals. 4.
Profile (d)° shown in the figure  is included s ince after heat treatment.
lit
of the cells there is evidence for compensation of the Cu 2S by diffused-
i*_: copper .1
"
s Current Transport and Tunnelling
it
The current-voltage characteristics of p-n homojunctions was de-
rived by Shockley 41 for a pure diffusion current. 	 The form of`the
characteristic for the diode is
VV
I	 I rexp ( 1-1
^
(2.1)
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FIGURE 2. 1; SOME POSSIBLE BAND PROFILES FOR THE Cu 2S - CdS
HE fEROJUNCTION. DISCONTINUITIES AT THE INTERFACE
MAY BE [:S UE TO AFFINITY (X) DIFFERENCES AS SHOWN
OR MAY RESULT FROM INTERFACE STATES OR DIPOLE
LAYERS. THE Cu 2 S IS SHOWN AS A DEGENERATE
p- TYPE SEMICONDUCTOR.
I	 .
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where I is the total current, I S is the reverse saturation current,
V is the applied voltage, and a is a temperature independent constant
equal to unity for the so-.called "ideal" diode.
The situation may be somewhat altered in the case of heterojunc
tions. Because of the different bandgaps, the barrier in the conduction
and valence bands is usually very different. In addition, the presence
of discontinuities, especially potential "spikes," at the interface
t
result in departures from the homojunetioii case due to the possibility	 k
of tunnelling as a mechanism for current transport. In many cases 	 3`
the temperature dependence of V-I characteristic-i of heterojunctions
have resulted in temperature independent exponents in equation 2.1.37 9 4943	 }
The characteristics fit an equation of the Norm
f	 I	 ao(eaV - 1)	 (2.2)
where a is a temperature independent coefficient. Characteristics of	 k-
{this sort are interpreted as indicating that tunnelling processes
dominate the current tran sport.	 }
Since the results of several measurements on the Cu 2S-CdS hetero-
unction are ex lained in. terms of tunnelling processes, the remainderP	 8 P
"'	 of this: section will be devoted to developing the appropriate theory. 	 k
t
ZenerG4 originally treated the problem of quantum mechanical tunnelling' ,r
in the electrical breakdown of thin insulating films. Franz 45 de-
veloped an expression for the transparency, T', for tunnelling through 	 ^.
a barrier which is a ,cor ,ivenient starting point for treatment of Zener
f	 breakdown in p-n Junctions, 46947 field emission in 'Schott-,,! barriers 48
and tunnelling through harriers in heterojunc^tions. 37,42 , 43,49 Franz's
expression which is derived using the trTKB > approximation is
,:t	
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k(x)dx ,	 (2.3)
x 
where k(x) is the electron wavevector, x  and x 2 are the classical turning
points.
Consider first the tunnelling probability through a conduction
band spike at the interface of a heterojunction. The spike may be
represented as a triangular barrier as shown in figure 2 6 2(a). Then,
for an electron tunnelling through the spike at some energy E'above the
base of the spike, the wavevector k(x) may be written as
112k2 W 	 2m* [E - E  W) = —2m* I Ec (x)	 E l ,	 (2.4)
where m* is the effective mass and EC (x) is the conduction band edge.
Using equations (2.3) and ('2.4) the transparency of the barrier at energy
E is
Equation (2.7) can now be adapted for the two tunnelling situations con-
sidered in the Cu2S-CdS heterojunctions. The applicable geometries are
illustrated in figure 2.2(b) and (c) and `correspond to tunnelling
through a conduction band spike and band -to-band tunnelling or Zener
breakdown. In both cases a triangular barrier is assumed with tunnelling
taking dace through the bottom of the barrier (E w 0 in equation 2.7)
The junction is assumed to be an abrupt transition from Cu2S to CdS
with the tunnelling being entirely in the CdS forbidden gap.
For tunnelling through the conduction band spike the barrier height
is the height of the spike E' above the Cu2S conduction band edge.
The width of the barrier S is determined from the depletion width as
8 a	 s	
1/2 v
1/2	 v - E' 1/2	 2^82(ND NA)	 D	 (D Q)	 ( )
where VD is the diffusion potential for the junction and (ND-NA)
is the net ionized donor density in the CdS. Equation (2.8) assumes a
step junction, an approximation which is probably reasonably valid for
the cells before heat treatment. Putting-d S and letting E 0 in	 s'
equation (2.7), the transparency of the conduction band spike is
1/2m* V	 j
T(Ec> exP	
^t N 
-NB
	VD/2 
- (VD-VB ) 1^2	(2.9)
( D A
For the case of band-td-band tunnelling, an exactly analogousF{
treatment is followed. The barrier height is the Cu S band gap E
2	 g
plus the height of the conduction band spike E l . The barrier width
is the width of the forbidden region at the Cu 2S valence band edge."
t 18
,
t,
Since Zener breakdown is found to be important only at high field
regions on the Junction and the cell is reverse biased, the appropriate
expression for 6 is different from equation (2.8). The barrier trans-
parency for Zener 'breakdown is
T (EV) . exp I- 3n [2m*(Eg + E' l/ L} r
	 (2.14)
where the barrier width 6 is some function of the applied voltage and the
z
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2.l Diffusion Lengths
A light microprobe has been used to make direct measurements of
the minority carrier diffusion lengths on both sides of the Cu S-CdS2
heterojunction. Since several geometries were used in the experiments,
l
a brief analysis will be given for each of the conditions.;
Excess carriers are injected into the semiconductor by generation
of electron-hole pairs with a small light spot. The electron and hole
densities are governed by the continuity equations and the equations
}
19-
i
4  
A"	 y .
ro-
net charge density in the depletion region.
If it is assumed that the tunnelling current is predominantly
through the base of the barrier, the current density J is
J A B exp	 (2m*gVB)1/26 	 (2.11)^
where the coefficient B is a function of the den sity of states and the
wavefunct ons on either side of the barrier. Since these are not known,O
B will be assumed constant.
for electron and hole currents.	 Exact solution of these equations
shows that the ambipolar diffusion constants are measured by any measure-
ment of the excess carrier distribution away from the paint of injection.
,
The ambipolar diffusion equation for a homogeneous semiconductor is54
P
. p^o + D n(d^x2) + p(d2nldxz)	 p	 2.12)`(
^p	 nip o,
' where the electric field is assumed to be zero.	 In this equation, D is
the ambipolar diffusion constant given by
n+D " (n/D ) +
	
p D)	
.,	 (2.13)
P	 n,
where D 	 and D 	 are the hole and electron diffusion constants.
	 If the
semiconductor is n-type and n >> p, D = Dp the minority carrier diffusion {
I`
constant, and equation (2.12) reduces to
f
^I
d2	 p_po
D	 ^- 2	 s	
(2.14)r
P	
Tdx	 p
This result shows that as long as the injected minority carrier density
AP s p-^po is small compared with the majority carrier density, the
	 -,
approximate solutions obtained by solving the equation of continuity
for minority carriers only is justified.
The simplest geometry involves one-dimensional flow from the light
spot to a collector.
	 The continuity equation for minority carriers is
d-c-- 1 V ^ 	 (2.15)
P	 q-
t 20
where G is the hole generation rate and T 
P 
is the minority carrier
lifetime. The hole current density is
J	 qp 
p 
p.E - qD V	 (42.16)
Substituting equation (2.16) into equation (2.15) and considering steady-
state conditions in one dimension leads to
2
	
dp	 dE + D d
	
G
-p 	 0	 (2.17)
T	
11 1 dx	 Jj p P dx	 p	 2dxp	 P
where p p-p o is assumed. For a small light spot, G is assumed zero
everywhere except at x 0. Also, since we are dealing with minority
carriers, space charge neutrality is assumed so that equation (2.17)
reduces to
2
+ D	 0	 (2.18)2pP	 dx
Equation (2.18) has the solution
P exp[-x/L	 (2.19)pX=O	 p
diffusion tenwhere L
P 
YrD 
p 
T
P 
is the hole diffusion length. in the dif gth
experiments the heterojunction was used as 4 collector. The current
collected by the junction is proportional to the hole density'at the
edge of the depletion region. Thus, a plot of the logarithm of photo -
current versus junction distance from the light spot should yield a
	
straight line with slope -1/L 	 This solution -is a reasonable
P
approximation for a planar collector some distance from the light
source,
21,
2,
#X^— p 0
dx
(2,21)
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Another case of intereat is the solution for a line source and a
line collector both at the surface of the semiconductor. 51053 The
diffusion ;equation in cylindrical coordinates is
a^ + l p	 'p	 l ap
	(2,20)3r  r 8r D 
P 
T 
P 
D  at
i
where r is the radial distance. Putting (Dpjat) 0 and letting
X = (r/Lp), this equation becomes
a
The solution to equation (2.21) is
iH (l) (ix)0 (2.22)PaP
°H l (ix)'
o_	 o
where po is the hole density at the small radius ro equal to the width of
the light line, and i1i (ix) are Hankel functions. The diffusion }>
o	 ;
current density is
-^	 _H(1)
p	 q)).po	 1 (ix)s	 15	 (2.23)	 t.Jp	
Lp	 iH(1^(ix)0	 0
'The Hankel, functions M (1)(ix) and -H (l) (ix) have been tabulated. 54 The f
t
diffusion length is determined from the slope, at some point r, of the
logarithm of photocurrent ,versus r from
	
a.
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p (Slope)
- r/L)l	 p
1.
The exact dependence on source distance of current collected at
t
4
a-planar junction perpendicular to the surface from a parallel line
i
source on the surface is given by van Roosbroeck52 including the
effect of surface recombination. 	 The solutions are presented graphi-
cally in a dimensionless form in van Roosbroeck ' s paper and will not {
be reproduced here.
	
For surface recombination velocity s = 0,, the
solution is exactly given by equation ( 2.19) above.	 When the reduced
f
surface recombination velocity S	 sL/D is finite the solution peaks
as the source approaches the collect ig junction.	 For 1; = 1, the
exponential solution of equation (2.19) is a good approximation for
>
source distances from the junction greater than three times the dif- kp,
fusion length,. .
4i
One other geometry that must be considered is that applicable to
55,56
angle- :Lapped junctions.	 Calculation of collection efficiency in
this case uses the results of Loferski and Wysocki 57 who analyzed the
r
short-circuit photocurrent for monochromatic radiatio,.1 including the
vr*} e
-,4 effects of absorption coefficient, surface recombination, and diffusion
i`
,
lengths.	 When this theory is applied to the case of highly absorbed i
light incident on the surface of`a thin layer of semiconductor parallel-
E=
to a collector junction a distance y below the surface, the collection
efficiency,- Q r"%duces to
1
t
[sL sinh (^> + cosh 
()FI
	 (2.25) pp,
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III. EXPERIMENTAL
,
3.1	 Cell Fabrication
The major part of this investigation was carried out on hetero-
junctions formed on s iligle crystals of CdS, which had high conductivity
(0.3 to 50 Q-cm) due to excess cadmium.	 The crystals were purchased s
from' Clevite Corporation and in most cases were used as-grown. 	 Some
of the purchased crystals were high resistivity material.	 These
! were annealed in cadmium vapor for several days at 900°C to increase a
r their conductivi ty. 	Several cells were also made from an as-grown high
conductivity CdS crystal grown in this laboratory. 	 Apart from series f
resistance variations, no differences were noted in cell characteristics$
due to the various sources of US crystals.	 The crystal orientations
59 dwere determined from Laue patterns	 an	 then samples with dimensions
_ F,
of about 1.5 mm by 5 mm by 0.5 mm' were 'cut from the larger crystals. jx
The samples were.cut so that the c-axis was perpendicular to the surface
on which the heterojunction was to be formed. 	 Exceptions to this
orientation were the cleaved crystals. 	 Good cleavagep lanes for US z;
are the prismatic planes making the c-axis lie in the plane of the
junction.
The two large area surfaces of the sam e. le	 were polished usingg	 P 	 P
0.3 micron alumina to obtain a> reasonably god r^ tpticl ;finish.	 The
sa+aples t'were the 	 masked and the=regions where contacts to th6 CdS
'r
t
^
^	 )l	 _	
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E were to be made were etched in dilute (15 - 20%) HCl solution.	 Indium
contacts were vapor deposited on the etched regions and fine copper
wares were indium soldered to the contacts.
	
During the soldering
process sufficient indium diffusion takes place to ensure formation
of ohmic contacts.
	 At this stage contacts were checked for ohmic
behavior by verifying that the V-I characteristics were linear over
a wide voltage range.
The treatment of the surface on which the heterojunction was to
;
k be formed varied depending on the nature of the experiments to be
carried out.
	 Whenever possible the surface was lightly etched to f
remove polishing damage.
	 For this purpose an optical 	 ualit
	 etchant60P	 8	 8	 P	 Pq y
i 
was used consisting of an approximately 0 3 molar solution of KMn0 4 ^t
in concentrated H 2SO4 .	 Etching was carried out for 2 minutes at ;=f
room temperature.	 Because etching developed surface roughness which
resulted in non-planar junction interfaces, most of the angle -lapped
f
r
i
junctions were not etched.
	 Sint
	
surface damage was expected to pene-
trate only one or two microns, and the surface layer converted to Cu S
2 R;
was generally about 5 microns thick for these samples, it was felt
that the original surface damage would be unimportant,.
The Cu2S-CdS heterojunctions were formed by a dipping process in
an aqueous solution containing copper ions'in-the cuprous state.
	 A
saturated solution of CuCl in distilled water was used.
	 Hydroxyl
amine hydrochloride was added to the solution, and sufficient HC1
was added to adjust the pH to-about 3.0, in order to reduce all the
copper to the Cut+
 state. Various temperatures between 70°C and
r 100% were used for dipping.
	 Duration of the dipping process varied
26
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depending on desired Cu 2S layer thickness, US orientation, temperature
of the bath and surface treatment. In most cases, dipping times
between l minute and 2 hours. were used.
After dipping, ohmic contacts were made to the Cu 2S with evapor-
ated gold cr with silver paint'. Copper, wires were then attached
using silver paint.	 Samples which were to be angle-lapped-for light
microprobe measurements were mounted on a bevelled polishing block
and lapped to the desired bevel angle using 0.3 micron alumina:,
f
After dipping to norm the hetero ;junction, heating of the. cells
was avoided until preheat treatment characteristics of the cells had
been measured.	 Lapping procedures required potting the samples, for
which purpose a low melting point (65°C) glass (glycol phthalate)
I was used.	 Since the temperature during potting was lower than the
^t
temperature of the solution in the dipping process, this was not
'aconsidered	 significant heat treatment.	 Many of the cells were
heat-trd. :ted to compare their characteristics before and after short
annealing times.	 The heat trc.:atments were short times (10 seconds to
5 minutes) at 250 °C in air.
Where possible, results obtained on single crystal cells were
compared with the characteristics of an. evaporated polycrystalline
cell.	 The thin film cell was a standard 50 cm 	 cell supplied by
L. Shiozawa of Glevite Corporation. 	 These cells have been heat treated
during fabrication for about 1 minute at 250 0 C in air.	 Since measure-
I
meets on such a large area cell were not convenient, small cells were
I
obtained by cutting up the larger cell. ^r>
I
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3.2 Sample Properties
In order to facilitate discussion of experimental results the
properties of cells specifically referred = to appear. in Table 3.1
Table 3.1
Properties of Cu2S-CdS Cells Referred to in the Experiments.
f
Cell Surface P USA -cm) Dipping Process Geometry
#1 polished Lc 1.1 5 min 80°C no bevel
etched
#2 cleaved //c 1 l min 100°C no beve`i
#3 polished Lc 1.9 1 hour 95°C -30
#4 polished lc 54 1 hour, 75°C +50
etched-
#5 polished lc 1 2 hours 90°C -50
#6 polished Lc 0.3 1 hour 90% -20
#7 cleaved //c l 1 min 95 0C cleaved @ 9001
to junction plane
#8 polished Lc 0.6 2 hours 95°C -50
#9 polished 1:c - -:	 0.8 15 min 90% +50
I
#10 polished Lc 54 2 hours 75°C-
,:
.µ
ti.
NR ^
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In Table 3.1, the convention of Davies and Gentry 61 is used in
defining positive and negative. bevel angles. For a positive bevel
angle, the acute angle is between the junction plane and the ZdS
surface. For a negative angle, the acute. angle is between the junc-
tion plane and the Cu 2S surface.
3.3 General Measurements
To avoid confusion between two kinds or V-I characteristics
obtained with light incident on the sample, the following; nomenclature
will be adhered to throughout this thesis: "V-I characteristics under
illumination" will refer to experiments in which an external voltage
is impressed on the sample , "light V-I characteristics" will 'refer to
the characteristics obtained by varying the load resistance across
the cell with no external voltage supply in the circuit.
{
Voltage-Current (V-I)_ Characteristics
The rectifying properties of the heterojunctions were determined
	
Al	 I.from dark V-I characteristics using a Tektronix 575 curve tracer with
a<polaroid camera attachment to photograph the characteristics. V-I 	 i
i
characteristics were also obtained under strong illumination with a
focussed microscope illuminator and various Corning glass filters as 	 jw
the light source. The filter combinations most commonly used were a
2-64 filter which passes wavelengths longer than 6500 A, a 1-69
filter which passes only wavelengths shorter than about 10,000 A,	 3
and a 1-69 + 4-96 combination which passes a band between 3600 A and
	
e#	 6000 A. Thy characteristics of major interest in these measurements'
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were the cell series resistance in the light and dark, the reverse
breakdown in the dark and under various illuminations, and the magni-
tudes of the photocurrent and photovoltage. The call series resistance
was determined from the slope of the V-I characteristic at high forward
currents.
on many of the cells V-I characteristics in the dark and under
illumination were also obtained from point-by-point measurements. In
these measurements, voltages were impressed across a cell and a small
resistor in series. A Keithley 610 A electrometer was used to measure
the applied voltage, and a Keithley 149 microvoltmeter across the small
"resistor wa 's used to measure the cuVrent.
Capacitance-Voltage (C-V) Characteristics
The measurement of junction capacitance as a function of applied
!+
	
	 bias voltage is a standard technique for determination of depletion
widths, junction doping profilesand diffusion potentials The hetero-
junctions being investigated usually have much higher conductances
u,
than do good semiconductor p-n junctions and Schottky barriers.r
However, useful and reliable data were obtainable on most samples by
I
careful attention to the geometry so as to keep the series resistance 	 ?'
r
very small and the conductance within the limits of the capacitance
bridge. A Boonton 75D capacitance bridge operating at 1 MHz was used.
ae signal level was maintained at lc Ip than 20 mvolts. An external
do voltage bias supply was used.
I
r
t
i
1
i
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SRectral Response
Spectral response measurements were made using a Bausch and Lomb
500 am grating manochromator with a tungsten"ribbon light source,
The monochromator slits were set at 2 mm to give a band pass of 130 A.
The output of the monochromator was focussed on the samples to give
maximum intensity. Calibration of the light intensity at the sample
holder was made with a Perkin-Elmer thermopile, 	 Data were normalized
to the intensity measured at 9000 A which was 300pwatt/cm 2	20 percent.
The accuracy of this absolute intensity measurement was verified using
62
a calibrated Si photocell.
The short-circuit photocurrent responses were measured using a
Keithley 149 microvoltmeter across a small resistor (10 to 10450 in
series with the sample.	 Measured voltages were always kept under 1
millivolt so that short-circuit conditions were well approximated.
Measurements of opeh-circuit photovoltage were made with a Keithley
14410 A electrometer having an input impedence of 10 	 ohms.
Light V-I Characteristics
The measurement of the photocurrent and photovoltage developed
across a variable load resistance generates the light V-I character-
istic. 'For these measurements a series circuit consisting of the
sample, a small resistor (10SI) and 	 variable load resistor was used,
Photocurrent was measured across the small resistor using the Keithley
149 and photovoltage was measured across the sample with the Keithley
410 A.	 The light source for these experiments was tungsten radiation
through the monochromator with the grating acting as a mirror.	 For
31
0
one sample direct sunlight was used to check the approximate solar
conversion efficiency of these cells.
Temperature Dependence
The temperature dependence of the V-I characterist cu was measured.
from 113°K to 373 0x. An Air Products Inc. cryotip system was used
to make low temperature measurements. In this system, cooling is by
the Joule expansion of nitrogen gas through a porous plug The low-
temperature measurements were made with the sample in vacuum. High
temperature measurements were made with the sample in a dry nitrogen
ambient. Dark V-1 characteristics were obtained point-by-point using
the technique described above. The Tektronix 575 curve trader was
also used to obtain photographs of the V-1 characteristics in the dark
1
and under strong illumination at several temperatures.
3.4 Secondary Li,ght..Experiments
Investigations of the sample response to a primary light source
while under illumination, by a secondary (bias) light source were carried	 '"t
out using three different methods
-+
	
	 (1) The spectral response of the short-circuit photocurrent due
to the primary radiation was measured with and without secondary
illumination on the sample. The primary light source was light from
the monochromator and the secondary source was a microscope illuminator
operated from a regulated do power svpply. Interference filters or
Corning glass filters were used to obtain the desired wavelengths or
secondary light. The experimental procedur'cN was to turn on the
A
secondary source, eliminate the photocurrent caused by the secondary
light using the zero offset of the Xeithley 149, then measure the
response due to 'the primary light in the usual manner.
(2) The effect of varying the secondary wavelength on the short-
circuit-current response to a fixed primary light signal was measured.
The apparatus used is shown schematically in figure 3.1. The primary
source was a microscope illuminator and a suitable narrow bandpass
interference filter. This Light was chopped at 114 Hz by a rotating
slotted disc. The secondary light source was the output of the B & L
monochromator. A parallel path for short -circuit photocurrent was
provided so that the chopped signal had a low impedence path (1705)
through the input of the Type B preamplifier of a Princeton Applied
Research HR-8 Dock-in Amplifier. The 'dc signal due to the secondary
light was provided with a 'higher impedance path still sufficiently
small that short-circuit conditions Caere maintained.
i
(3) The sample was illuminated with the secondary light for a
short interval followed by a variable delay time in the dark. The 	 j
transient response to primary radiation was then measured. For these
iexperiments the B & L monQchromator was used as both primary and	 }
^)econdary light sources. The sample was illuminated with the desired
z secondary wavelength for a short time, then a shutter was closed and	 I
t
during the dark interval the monochromator was reset to the primary
4 wavelength. The short-circuit photocurrent due to the primary radiation
was measured with.the Keithley 149 across a small. resistor. The output
of the Keithley was recorded on a Moseley X-Y recorder as a function
of time. The response time of the system. was about 0.25 seconds,
33
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3.5	 Light Microprobe I3escriF^tion
A light microprobe was designed and built to allow inoestigation,
56,63
of photoresponse across the junction on a microscopic level.
The system was used to measure minority carrier diffusion lengths,
spectral response across the junction, uniformity of response along
` the junction, and V-I characteristics under illumination as a function
of position of the injected carriers. 	 A 'photograph of the light micro-
probe apparatus is shown in figure 3.2, and a schematic diagram of
the light microprobe is shown in figure 3.3. 	 The collimated beam
of a 200 watt Hg-Xe arc is passed through a monochromator or suitable
Corning glass filters and illuminates a slit 0.4 mm wide by 10 mm long.
The'light passing, through the slit is mechanics.%1y chopped at 114 Hz,_
1
passes through lens LZ, and into the side port of a metallurgical
' microscope.	 The light is totally reflected by a 90° prism and' imaged !;
r on the ,sample by the microscope obj ective lens... The size of the image 't
is determined by the focal length of the microscope objective and for
a given lens L	 by the distance d from the slit to L 	 As the prism
4 only obscures half the microscope field the sample can be viewed through'' 1
;^ r
s
the microscope in the usual way.	 To keep the beam divergence angle
as small as.possible a long focal length obj ective (10.25 mm) is used.p.
t
v
The slit is reduced a factor of 50 by lens L 	 and another factor of2{
f(	 '
l0 by the objective for an overall demagnification of 500X. 	 Thus a
line image is formed on the sample 20 microns long by 0.8 microns}
K
wide.
	
The width of the image isvery near the theoretical resolu-
;r
tion limit which for :5000A light Is	 6j " microns.	 To ,further decrease
:.'. the light spot would require a lai-ger aperture ob j ec `^ ive' lens resulting ,r
T
in a divergence angle -90° making focussing extremely critical. The
sample is held on a mount which can be rotated to make the projection
of the junction plane parallel to the Line image. The entire shielded
sample holder is mounted on a calibrated precision motion which allows
accurate positioning perpendicular to the line image to better than
10.5 micron. Motion in the two other orthogonal directions is made
with a standard micromanipulator.
The photocurrent generated in the sample is detected by a Princeton
i
Appll ,ed Research HR-8 Lock-in Amplifier using a low input impedance
(1000) Type B preamplifier. 	 A reference signal from the light chopper
,t
is also fed into the lock-in amplifier. 	 Signal currents as small a
iE
I
10	 amp can be measured with reasonable signal---to-noise ratios,
jr which is found to be adequate sensitivity for the photocells being
r
measured.
External bias voltage can-be applied to the sample from a battery
f
power supply.	 A large capacitor (500 pf) in the circuit is used to
block do currents from passing through the lock-in amplifier.
r	 1 i
Attenuation of scattered light, i.e. light incident on the sample
j t
outside the line image, is necessary for diffusion length measurements >>
where it is desirable to detect a decrease by at least two orders of !
r	 "' magnitude In the collected photocurrerit.
	
Scattering of,light is due
to imperfect optical elements
	
mult iple	 path, reflections in the lighti	 p	 P	 ^	 -P^ ...	 g	 P
I
reflections from the sample surface reflected back to the sample from
the objective lens, and scattering by surface roughness.' Aperture stops
Y
must be used with care since the resolution limit' decreases with
decr`easin
	 aperture.	 The most serious scattering problem was reflectedg	 P	 8 P ,
x
P
f
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i
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1light from the semiconductor surface being reflected: back from the
objective lens. This scattering was reduced severalfold by a 0.3 mm
diameter aperture dust above the surface of the sample (see figure
3.3).
3.6 Light Microprobe Measurements
Diffusion Lengths
r
Because the diffusion lengths in the system Cu 2S-eds were ex-
pected to be small, the angle-lapped junction, method for measuring
diffusion lengths was used.	 Fig. 3,4(a) shows the geometry of the
wassamples for this experiment.	 The bevel angle 9	 chosen to give
maximum spatial resolution to the experiment keeping in mind that W
3
at ver	 small angles interface roughness becomes a seriousY	 S	 g	 problem. 'R
„I
I In the angle--lapped method highly absorbed light must be used.	 Minor- Mkt
ity carriers created very near the surface diffuse in the y-direction
to the edge of the space-charge region vihese they are collected by
l
'k the field across the junction.	 Moving the light spot in the x-direc- j
tion results in a corresponding increase in the distance y measured
normal  to the function by the amount
1
l
F	 x lain 8	 (3.1)
"t
Since the number of carriers reaching the space-charge region is
proportional to exp[-y/L] (see equation (2.26)), where L is the ambi-
K
polar diffusion length and the decrease in light intensity is J
1
rr
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(3.2)
the ultimate limit on diffusion lengths which are measurable depends
on the absorption coefficient. For US the maximum absorption coeffic-
ient (a { 4800 A) is 8.5 x 10 4 cm-1 . 64 Since to measure the diffusion
length by this method, requires a > 1/Lp we see that the minimum
measurable diffusion length in US is
(L)min - 
3(7—al)" 3.6 x 10-5 cmp	 m
For a 5 0 bevel angle, a motion of 4 microns in the x-direction would
correspond to (Lp)min in the y-direction:. As the sample could be
positioned to within 0.5 microns, a 5° angle was used. A few samples
were also bevelled at 2 when ;examining the Cu S side of the junction. 	 L
Because of the higher absorption coefficient at short wavelengths of
Cu2S the minimum measurable diffusion length Ln is about 1.5 x 10
-5
 cm.
Corrections for scattered light were made on the experimental
curves when the collected photocurrent had decreased by 1.5 to 2
+
	
	
orders of magnitude. The contribution of scattered light was determined
in two ways: (1) the response curve measured at large distances from
t
,j'	 'gthe - unction..:was extrapolated into the junction region and this current
was subtracted, from -the steeper response curve near the junction,
i
(2) the light: spot was scanned parallel t 'A;he edgy: of the crystal
but just of ,the surface. The measured photocurrent was then equal to
one-half the scattering contribution for the spot incident on the sample
away` from any edges. The ' two measurements of the photoc;urr.ent due to
F 41
FZI
r
iscattered light Were in good agreement on several samples, so the
first method was adopted for all the measurements. The good agreement
between the two methods indicates that reflections from the sample
surface were not an important source of scattered light. In general;,
the corrections made to the data went only significant at distances
from the junction equal to 3 to 4 times the diffusion length and there-
fore were not a. serious source of error.
Spectral Response ,%cross the Junction.
The light microprobe was used to measure the spectral response at
various positions across the interface. Since the major interest
was to determine the contribution of the US side to the long wave-
length response, a cell with a -5° bevel. angle was used. A monochroma
for was placed iu the light beam of the light microprobe and spectral
E, response curves were obtained for various positions of the light spot
relative to the Cu 2S-CdS inteLface.	 X
1
Photocurrents Under Applied +Bias Voltage
;E
The effects of applied bias voltage on the photocurrent were ;r
., x	 investigated, The measurements were sWUar° to those used fot; dif-
fusion length measurements except that a dc bias voltage was now applied
t	
Q
across the sample. Measurements were made keeping the bias voltage
the Junction. The latter measurements were made with and without
reverse bias applied.
x
{
PWI-
IV RESULTS; MACROSCOPIC STUDIES OF THE
HETEROJUNCTION PROPERTIES
In this chapter, experimental results pertaining to the entire.
junction area of samples are presented. Experimental results obtained
with th ik light microprobe and various surface effects are discussed
in the following chapter.
4.1	 V-I Characteristics
General Features
The V-I characteristics of call #1 before any heat treatment are
shown in figure 4.1 for T - 295°K and T - 132°K.	 The forward charac-
terist ,tcs show a slight crossover of the light and dark cu.rvas occur-
ring at small forward currents.	 Under strong illumination an open
circuit photovoltage of 0.42 volts is developed. 	 The reverse charac-
teristics, however, are quite unusual, 	 in the dark, , # "'sof t " reverse
^
rr
breakdown is observed :
 but reverse current is less than 1pamp out to
-3 volts.
	 Strong long wavelength illumination (a>6800 A) generates
an ;appreciable photocurrent which has the normal effect of displacing
downward the V-1 characteristic by an amount equal to the photocurrent.
Illumination with light containing wavelengths equal to lor shorter than
the CdS bandgap inittAtes reverse breakdown at about -0.4 vnits'.
	
This,
effect makes reversed-biased f unctions extremely sensitive to short
f
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FIGURE	 4. is V -I CHARACTERISTICS OF CELL # I BEFORE HEAT
TREATMENT. ILLUMINATION CONDITIONS IN ORDER OF
INCREASING SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENT WERE (1) DARK,
(2) 3000A <X< 6000A, (3) 3000A < X < 10000 A,
(4) X > 6500 A, (5) UNFILTERED TUNGSTEN RADIATION.
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wavelength radiation since the light-induced breakdown is in effect
a photocurrent gain process. 	 The observed breakdown is nondestructive.
Comparison of the characteristics at the two temperatures shows relrat•-.arely
minor differences. 	 The series resistance of the cell, measured from
the forward V-I characteristics, increased with cooling from M to
301.	 The dark reverse current increased and the light-induced break-
down current decreased slightly.	 Little effect of cooling is seen on
the photovoltage or photocurrent.
The V-I characteristics of the same cell after heat-treatment for
I minute at 250°C in air are shown in figure 4.2.	 In the forward
direction the dark current has decreased drastically.	 Illumination
t (with the same light as before heat treatment) causes very large
E
w
increases in the forward current resulting in anomalous forward char-
, acteristics in which Ilight > T darka	 .	 song wavelength light is much ,
less effective in this regard.	 In the reverse direction, the dark-
4k
current remains less than 1 camp out to -6 volts and the short wave-
E
f length light-induced breakdown is almost negligible. 	 The short.-circuit
' phatocurrents are generally reduced, reflecting a drastic decrease in
long wavelength response. 	 Open-circuit photovoltages increase slightly
to about 0.48 volts.	 Even though the photocurrent generated by the z{	 l
long wavelength radiation is negligible, the Voc generated by this
same light is 0.44 volts.	 At lower temperatures Vo	 increases to
about; 0.6 volts. 65	Some of the V-I characteristics before and after
heat treatment have been replotted in figure 4.3 for easier comparison. l
It was noticed that after heat treatment the forward character- j
istic in the dark showed transient behavior after short wavelength f`
d
_
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	 V—I CHARACTERISTICS OF CELL # I AFTER I min.
AT 250°C IN AIR. ILLUMINATION CONDITIONS IN ORDER
OF INCREASING SHORT—CIRCUIT CURRENT WERE
(1) DARK, (2) X > 6500A, (3) 3000A <,X<< 6500A,	 j
(4) 3000A <,X < IOOCOA (5) UNFILTERED TUNGSTEN
RADIATION.
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iillumination. As the forward bias was slowly increased the dark current
was observed to decrease until a stable dark V-I characteristic was
formed. The time required to reach this stable characteristic varied
directly as the magnitude of forward current.
The main features of the V-t characteristics described above are
fairly typical of those measured on all the more efficient Cells.
Temperature Dependence of the Forward Characteristics
x
	
	
The temperature dependence of the forward V-Y characteristics
were examined for cell #1 before and after heat treatment and for
i'i
the sample of the Clevite thin film cells. The characteristics	 i
obtained from cell #1 before heat treatment are shown in figure 4.4. 	 a
rrom 132 OK to 295'K there was essentially no temperature dependence. 	 7'
4
The forward current fits an equation of the form
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^'`. Al	 air
0temperature insensitive except for the value at T - 288 * K where a 
I
has a considerably lower value. The pre-exponential term 1 0 is no
longer approximately constant but varies in a complicated manner.
At the higher temperatures a rapid increase in 1 0 was observed. in
the higher temperature region (288*K < T < 373*K) the variation of
forward current with temperature waa measured at a fixed forward
bias of 0.5 volts.	 The result is shown in figure 4.6 as a function
of reciprocal temperature.	 The steep slope region between,310*K
and 333*K is probably due to the value . of the parameter a increasing
as well as I	 increasing.	 An activation energy of 1.2 a' ,V was obtained
0
from-Z^h.e region above 333*K where a was approximately constant.
After the measurements at 371*K the 0.5 volt bi(,ie was removed
and the cell was cooled to room temperature.	 The curve of figure 4.6
was then repeated and found to be in good agreement with the first
run.	 This time the 0.5 volt forward bias was left on while the cell
was cooled to check if the breaks in the curve of figure 4.6 were
present c on cooling.	 Cooling the sample to 280*K resulted in no
decrease;in the forward current from the 373*K value.	 Attempts to
return to the original current condition at 288*K by strong illumin-
ation with and without bias applied and by heating to 371 0 K with no
bias applied were not successful. 	 The current at 371*K with 0.5 volts
app^ied' remained unchanged, but in the vicinity of room temperature
a new stable forward V-I characteristic was measured. 	 The new char-
acteristic is shown as the dashed curve in figure 4.5.
Temperature dependence of the forward V-I characteristics of a
piece of Clevite thin film cell is shown in figure 4.7, 	 These films
55
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undergo short heat treatment during fabrication. The results fit
equation (4.1) over a limited range with parameters 1 0 and a being
essentially temperature independent.
Effe t of Heat Treatment on Light V-I Characteristics
`	 Previous work has shown that the efficiency of US solar cells
improves with short heat treatment.	 The effect of a series of heat
treatments on the light V-I characteristics of cell, #2 are shown in
figure 4.8.	 The short circuit current decreases monotonically with
i,acreased heat treatment.	 Open-circuit photovoltage increases with
short heat treatment, then with increased heat treatment Vo c decreases
slightly and remains approximately coal,L tant.	 The slope of the Eight
V-I characteristic at the intersection with the current axis is often
related to the internal shunt resistance of a cell.	 As a result of
j	 heat treatment the shunt or leakage resistance of cell #2 increased,
resulting in more nearly square-shaped characteristics and hence ;.
higher efficiencies.	 The decreasing short-circuit current was due to
reduced long wavelength response after heat treatment.
4.2
	
Capacitance - Voltage Results
c	 In all cases where good ohmic contacts were made to both sides f.'
of the junction and reverse currents were sufficiently low, reliable
C-V characteristics resulted. 	 Information on the net donor density
1
could be obtained from the slope of plots of 1/C 2
 versus 
.,V.66	 Such
a plot is illustrated in figure 4.9 for cell #3.	 The net donor density
4
calculated from the constant slope of this plot compares well with the
i
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carrier density calculated from bulk resistivity measurements on the
US crystal. Unlike many other linear 1/C 2 vs V plots which have been
measured, no appreciable deviation from linearity was observed at
small bias voltages. For this reason, the extrapolation in the forward
direction to give an effective barrier of 1.1 volts is thought to be
valid.
In figure 4.10, the l/C 2 vs V curves are plotted for cell #1
before and after heat treatment. Before heat treatment a linear plot
was obtained resulting in a value of (ND - NA) in good agreement with
that obtained from resistivity measurements assuming the electron
mobility to be 200 cm 2/V-sec, However, at small bias voltage, deviation
from linearity was observed indicating the presence of an insulating
layer about 0.1 microns thick,. Plots similar to this were typical of
results on most cells before heat treatment. Extrapolation in the
3
forward direction to obtain the barrier height is no longer reliable.
After heat treatment the capacitance of all cells decreases
drastically due to the diffusion of copper acceptors into the CdS	 }
h
	
	
v
from the Cu2S. Figure 4.10 shows the results for cell #1. No signi-
ficant change was seen in the net donor density at large distances	
I
from the junction, but the insulating layer appears to have increased
1
in width to about 0.5 microns Similar results obtained on other
cells indicate that heat treatment causes formation of a narrow i-layer	 a"
in the;CdS with an abrupt transition to n-type CdS-"at the i-n interface.
,
;
r
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i{	 Effect of Illumination
Spectral response measurements to be discussed in a later section
indicate that depletion widths of heat treated cells are decreased
by illumination due to the presence of deep hole traps, Direct evi-
dence for the effect of the proposed trapping process on the depletion
width was obtained from capacitance measurements with light on the
cell. The data are presented, here, with discussion deferred to a
later chapter. Figure 4.11 shows the dark l/C 2 vs V plot for cell X14 c
1
after heat treatment, and the results obtained with two conditions of
illumination. Under illumination, the junction capacitance increases
due to depletion width narrowing. Illumination with a white light source
and a Corning 4-96 filter, which allows only the short wavelength
light to pass, causes the capacitance to increase to 1/C2 values
1
shown in curve (1). The 4-96 filter was then removed, allowing addi-
tional strong long wavelength illumination to fall on the cell. The i.
capacitance now decreased, indicative of depletion layer widening due
I
	
	
'
to a reduction in the net ionized donor density from that observed
with only short wavelength light incident on the cell.
Transient Effects
I!	 Transient effects are also observed during capacitance measure-
L
meets of heat treated samples. After illumination with short wavelength
light the capacitance of cell #2 remains some 40% higher than the
,
equilibrium value and drifts downward extremely slowly. Illumination
}	 with infrared light causes a_rapid return to the equilibrium capacitance.
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After forward biasing the junctions the zero-bica capacitance is
slightly lowered and slowly increases to reach the equilibrium value.
These results are indicative of deep hole-trapping effects in the
depletion region of the junctions.
The trap density responsible for the transient effects was es-
timated for cell #4 from the change in capacitance from the equilibrium
value to the value just after short wavelength
density of deep hole traps was estimated to be
density can be compared with acceptor density,
introduced by heat treatment. Therefore, half
were neutralized for long times due to hole-tr,
wavelength illumination.
illumination. The
4 x 1014
 cm-3 . This
NA = E x 1014 cm 3,
of these deep acceptors
apping during the short
1
{]	 4.3 Spectral Response
s
j
Optical Absorption in the Cu2S Film
The optical transmission of thin films of Cu 2S grown on US crys
{	 tals was obtained using a Cary 14 scanning spectrophotometer) A thin
y;
US crystal was polished on both surfaces and the percent transmission
obtained_. The sample was them ! dipped to form a thin Cu 2S layer, and
another optical transmission curve was takes. The results are shown
^	
r
,
in figure 4.12. The reduced , transmission at X>1.0 micron;3 is probably 	 t
due to increased reflection losses at the Cu2S-CdS interface and the
high refractive index of Cu2S., Absorption edges were observed at 1.2	 k
eV, 1.5 eV..' and, ,.... 1.8 eV. The edges at 1.2 and 1.8 eV correspond to the
Vj	
I
structure in the absorption coefficient of Cu 2S (see f igura 1.1)
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The structure at 1.5 eV is too strong to be an impurity effect and
is therefore probably due to another phase in the grown layer.
I
Non-Heat Treated Cells
The spectral response of cells differs considerably in the long
wavelength region. 	 The differences appear to be mostly due to differ-
ences in surface treatment of the US before dipping.	 The most con-
sistent results are obtained on crystals with (1) cleaved surfaces,
(2) carefully etched surfaces, or (3) mechanically abraded surfaces.
Typical frontwallo short-circuit current response for a cleaved surface
and an etched surface are shown in the before beat treatment curves
of figures 4.13 and 4.14, respectively.	 On the long wavelength side a
rapid increase in photocurrent is observed having a shoulder at 0.9
microns.	 The response generally peaks at about 0.6 to 0.7 microns
and then slowlv decreases at shorter wavelengths. 	 A sharp minimum
is usually observed at 0.52 microns after which the response rises
she-,ply to a maximum at 0.5 microns due to intrinsic excitation in the
CdS.	 The dip at 0.52 microns is quite generally seen on these hetero-
68ji,=tions being most prominent on cells having thin Cu S layers.2
The dip corresponds exactly to the photoconductivity peak observed
in the bulk US as can be seen by comparing figures 4.14 and 4.15.
The spectral response of photoconductivity of the -CdS crystal
used for cell #1 was obtained (figure 4.15) before dipping by chopping
the light and using the lock-in amplifier to detect the ac part of
the conductivity.
it
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The photoconductivity response was sharply peaked at 5150 A,
the band edge of CdS.	 A long wavelength tail was measured in the
photoresponse, but by 6200 A the photosignal was alLeedy two orders
of magnitude smaller than the peak value. 	 Optical quenching of the
photoconductivity was attempted using a weak. 5150 A primary source
and intense infrared secondary illumination. 	 No quenching was observed
except with strong 5150 A secondary illumination probably due to
bimolecular recombination at the high injection level. 	 The majority-
` carrier lifetime, T 	 was calculated from the peak photoconductivity
response using the relation69
L2I
T	 ,	 (4.2)
n	 eFp V
where L was the distance between electrodes, I was the photocurrent,
e was the electronic charge, F was the incident photon flux, un was
the electron mobility,
	 PP	 8.and V was the applied voltage 	 Using 	 valueg
of un	 200 cm2/V-sec, the majority-carrier lifetime was 2.5 x .lo
-6
 sec.
k After the photoconductivity measurements were completed, the
-sample was dipped to form a thin (-5 x 10 5 cm) Cu2S layer.	 The short-'
circuit photocurrent response shown in figure 4.14 was then obtained. r
The quantum efficiency was about 7.5% in the long wavelength region.
Effects of Heat Treatme nt
^z
In all cases, the effect of heat, treatment at 250 % was to degrade n
the long wavelength spectral response of the cells.
	
No systematic
Y
study was made of the effects of varying the duration or temperature
of the heat treatment.
	 Similar hLat treatments on several different
68
"
.
v;
p 71 M
cells resulted in widely varying degrees of degradation.	 Since the
cells were made from different US crystals and the surfaces were
not prepared in the same way, variations in the effectiveness of heat
treatment were to be expected.
In figure 4.15, the spectral response of cell #2 is shown before
and after a series of heat treatments.	 The relatively small effect
of even prolonged (17 min) heat treatment appears to be characteristic
r
of results obtained on cleaved surfaces.
The results of a l minute heat treatment of cell #1 are shown in
figure 4.14.	 The degradation from the response before heat treatment
to that after heat.: treatment has been much more rapid than was the
case for cell #2.	 This result was typical for junctions grown on
polished surfaces.	 The results of secondary iiltimination on the spectral
response will be discussed in section 4.4.
The short-circuit current output of a cell having poor long wave-;
length response is shown in figure 4.16. 	 This cell was a positive
bevel-angle sample prepared for diffusion length measurements. 	 Since r
3 the Cu S layer was 45 microns thick, spectral response measurements
were made with backwall illumination, i.e., light incident through the
^.
s
US crystal.	 The current response did not decrease to zero on the
t	 short wavelength side of the US bandgap (0.51 microns) because the
bevelled junction was exposed on one end.
	
The effect of successive
w
heat treatments of 30 seconds and 2 minutes at 250% in air are shown
in the figure.
rj
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Fast and Slow Components of the Photocurrent
t
During measurements of the spectral response of many cells,
transient behavior with long time constants was observed, 	 Cells which
had not been heat treated had fast response to light of all wavelengths
to which they were sensitive.	 After heat treatment, slow downward
drift in the short-circuit current response to wavelengths longer
than 8500 A and slow upward drift for shorter wavelengths was noted.'
Typical transients in the long and short wavelength regions are
Y
shown in figure 4.17.	 The time required to reach equilibrium de- a
pended on light intensity and wavelength, differing considerably for
different cells. 	 The transients were found to be independent of _	 c4
the ambient.	 Several hours in vacuo or nitrogen ambients with z
long dark and illuminated intervals caused no change in the effect.
I+ Interruption of the slow rise or decay by a dark interval resulted
a in a rapid decrease of the photocurrent to zero and a rapid rise
to the value of photocurrent measured just befora switching the light
a off when the light is switched on again.	 Return to the initial
# conditions could be achieved only by holding the sample many hours z"
in the dark or by illumination with strong infrared (a>9000 A) for
r
a few seconds.
The fast component of the photocurrent and the steady-state
photoresponse plotted as a function of incident light wavelength are
shown in figure 4.18 for cell #2. 	 The difference between the -steady -
state and the .fast component gives the magnitude of the slow effects.
The slow component enhances the steady-state response at wavelengths,,'
i
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less than 8400 A and quenches the response at longer wavelengths.
F	
The steady-state open-circuit photovoltage Voc shown in the figure
{
	
	
was the unsaturated value obtained with very weak illumination
(3uwatt/cm2). figure 4,19 shows similar curves of the spectral
response of the fast and -steady-estate components of the photocurrent
obtained with a small section of the Clevite thin film cell. Com-
parison of the difference curves with the equivalent curves of figure
4.18 shows very itimilar behavior for the single crystal and evaporated,
i
	 polycrystalline US cells. For both cells, the crossover from
quenching to enhancing regions occurs at the same wavelength (8400 A)
within experimental error.
;t
E
t
4.4 Effects bi Secondary Illumination
Simultaneous Primary and Secondary_ Illumination
r
The spectral response of non-heat-treated cells was found to be
unchanged by simultaneous illumination with an intense secondary light. i
i However, after heat treatment, secondary illumination strongly influ-
ences the long wavelength response.	 In general, the use of white
` secondary light or monochromatic secondary light with A<8000 A results
'.{ in enhancement of the long wavelength response. 	 Secondary illumination
with X>8500 'A causes quenching of the long wavelength response.
The use of steady illumination with both the primary and secondary
k sources requires great care in correct iritorpretati.on of apparent 1;
enhancement or quenching of the primary signal. 	 Figure 4.20 illustrates
:.
` schematically some of the possibilities when do primary and secondaryx u
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ry'
light source are used. Parts (a) and (b) show enhancement and
quenching of the primary signal respectively by the secondary light.
Part (c) shows quenching of the secondary signal by the primary light
resulting in negative signals rel • a: to the offset zero level.
Enhancement of the secondary signal by the primary light is another
possibility not illustrated in the figure. Since enhancement and
quenching processes are slow compared to the photovoltaic response,
the transient behavior when the primary light is turned on helps
distinguish these effects. however, slow self-enhancement or self-
quenching by the primary light (see figures 4.17 to 4.19) is a-further
complication making analysis of the tranAents difficult. The use of
a chopped primary light simplifies the interpretation, of enhancing
and quenching experiments
Figure 4.21 shows the effect of white secondary illumination on
the photocurrent of-cell'#4. At short wavelengths enhancement was
observed. At longer wavelengths the initial response indicated large
enhancement, but the measured steady-state photosignal went negative.
Since zero suppression had been used to offset the secondary light
photosignal, the negative photocurrent represented very strong quenching
of the secondary signal by the primary radiation (see figure 4.20(c))
The wavelength (8000 A) 'where the steady-state signal changed sign
may be compared with the changeover from enhancement to quenching_ 	 }
at 8400 A in figure] 4.18 and 4,19.
Strang 9000 A secondary illumination had the effect shown in
figure 4.224 The long wavelength primary response is quenched by the
9000 A light, At wavelengths shorter than 8000 A the primary signal
z.
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is apparently enhanced by the secondary light. Actually, the process
at shorter wavelengths was enhancement of the secondary light photo-
current by the short wavelength primary light. Once again the cross-
over was at 8000 A, but this is probably fortuitous, since competition
between enhancement and quenching will generally be dependent on
the relative intensities of the two wavelengths concerned. Effects
very similar to those observed in figure 4.22 were observed on another
cell when secondary light of wavelength greater than 8000 A was used.
However, the cross-over occurred at 7000 A on the latter sample,
indicating more efficient quenching,
Usually the quenching effect of long wavelength secondary illum-
ination is not as pronounced as seen in the examples above. More fre-
quently, short wavelength or white secondary light enhances the longer
wavelength end of the primary response as seen in figure 4.14 for a
single crystal CdS cell, and in figure 4.23 for the thin film evaporated
CdS cell. Enhancement effects are more pronounced than quenching be-
cause the enhancement involves hole trapping in normally empty centers
{
	
while quenching is theinverse process of emptying the traps of holes.
Qaaenching can only occur in situations where self-enhancement by the
primary radiation takes place. When enhancing and quenching effects
compete a net enhancement must always result. These effects and the
trapping levels caue,!^Ing them will be more fully discussed in the fol-
lowing subsection and in Chapter VI.`
Secondary Light Effects with a Chopped Primary Source)
Use of do primary and secondary light sources, as described, in
81
j
the previous section, most closely simulates the operational conditions
of solar cells. However, in order to avoid the confusion of the primary
source affecting the secondary signal, a method of distinguishing
between the primary and secondary photoresponse is essential. Since
for the light intensities used in these experiments the effects of
secondary illumination have been slow, relative to the effects of
primary illumination, use of a chopped primary source and steady
F secondary light provides a simple means of separating the signals.
The effect of secondary illumination wavelength on the primary
photocurrent due to chopped 6550 A light is shown in figures 4.24
and 4.2.5 for cell #4 and cell #1, respectively. 	 In each case two
Y
quenching bands were seen at long wavelengths, while at short wave-
if
lengths the signal was enhanced.	 The cutoff in the enhancement region
of figure 4.24 at 5200 A was due to absorption of the secondary light
. by the US crystal.	 The arrows on figure 4.25 show the wavelengths
a' at which optical quenching of photoconductivity begins in sensitive z
70,71CdS crystals.
I	 ^;
.I
Since quenching and enhancement are competing processes in the
f
region of the crossover near 6500 A, an accurate determination of the
wavelength for onset of the enhancement mechanism requires that the
-
quenching be suppressed.	 This was accomplished b	 changing the primary4	 8	 PP	 P	 Y	 g	 g	 P	 Y 3
light wavelength to 9200 A.	 The reason that such a wavelength change
eliminates quenching is that the primary light is no longer in the
` self-enhancing region and therefore quenching which is the inverse of 
the enhancement mechanism cannot occur. 	 This mechanism will be dis-
cussed fully in Chapter V1. 	 Vigure-4.26 shows the effect of varying the
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FIGURE
	 4.25: ENHANCEMENT AND QUENCHING OF PHOTOCURRENT ON CELL ,# 1.
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isecondary illumination wavelength on the response to 9200 A primary
light.	 For this cell no photoresponse was measurable at 9200 A in
the absence of secondary light. 	 Onset of the enhancement effect
occurs near 8000 A.
Figures 4.27 and 4.26 are plots of enhancement end quenching
seen on the evaporated US cell.	 Only the higher energy quenching
band was observed in this cell.	 Onset of enhancement was observed
at 8400 A, in excellent agreement with the changeover from quenching
mm to enhancement seen in the transient response to one light source
tl
shown in figure 4.19,
3
Intensity Dependence of Enhancement and Quenching
Enhancement of the photocurrent is plotted in figure 4.29 as a
function of the secondary light intensity.	 All the intensity measure-
meets were made at the wavelength corresponding to maximum enhancement
of the primary signal. 	 The enhancement saturates at very low secondary
,F
_illumination intensity. 	 For example, cell #1 required only 3.5uwatt/cm2
F
of 5000 A secondary light to triple the primary s ignal.	 even in theY	 P	 P	 Y	 8	 -
_B
a1
^E
case of longer wavelength secondary illumination, the thin film cell }
required only 1OUwatts/cm2 of 6000 A bias light to reach 2.5 times r
the base primary signal due to 300pwatt/cm2,
Percent quenching; as a function of the square root of the quenching
light intensity is plotted in figure 4.30.	 The square root dependence
j
fits the data for all three samples up to about 60% quenching.
The response time of the enhancement and quenching effects was
dependent on the secondary light intensity. 	 At the lower light
,t
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r
intensities 15 to 20 minutes was required to obtain a steady state
value of enitiancsd or quenched primary photocuxrent. 	 At the higher ^R
light intensities enhancemenC was usually not significantly greater
than for a lower bias intensity O but the time required to reach the
eteady-state value was much shorter.
r
ii
4. 5 	 Persistence of the Enhancement Effect ix
The previous section described the results of simultaneous primary
and secondary illumination, 	 This section deals with the effects of
a dark interval between secondary illumination and the primary illumin-
ation.	 Evidence for persistence of the enhancement effect was seen
in figure 4.17 where interruptiwt of the illumination resulted in
no appreciable decrease in signal Level when the light was turned bac
' t a ►L.	 The dark decay of enhanced photocurrent was investigated by
^P
measuring the transient response to primary illumination as a function
rr
of a variable dark interval between secondary and primary illumination.
The observed transient for a 15 sec delay is shown in figure 4.31.
Duration of the secondary illumination was made sufficiently long that V
the enhancement was saturat _d.	 This was checked by measuring the
initial 9000 A response for a fixed short: dark delay while varying
theturation of the secondary illumination interval _. 	At the wavelength
and intensity being used, 1 second of secondary illumination was suf-
ficient to saturate the enhancemert`' 'effect .	 The obsered siecay, of the
primary response depends on the intensityof the primary- light source.
.,
Interruption of the primary signal was made to show the =f 
s-	
response
s
of the primary photosignal and the negligible decay of the enhancement
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Measurement of the initial primary photocurrent as a function
of the dark delay interval is shown in figure 4.32 for cell #2. The
steady-state primary photocurrent with no secondary illumination and
with simultaneous secondary illumination are indicated on the figure.
The initial enhanced photocurrent fits an equation of the form
	 3
I _ A - B ln(t+t o }	 (4.3)
where I is the primary photocurrent_, t is the dark delay interval,
A, B and to are constants.	 For the data shown in figure 4.32 a value
of to 	 10 sec fits all the cxperimental points to the dashed line.
Equation (4.3) has the same form as the Elovich equation used to describe
t
72s73photochemisorption processes on many semiconductors. 	 '	 For this
reason, f.: le effect of the ambient on the enhancement process and its	 3;
decay was investigated.	 The sample was subjected" to long il.lumna-
s.
tion in both vacuum and nitrogen ambient with no change in the magna-
i^ r
tudes or rates. of the observed effQcts.
' The temperature dependence of the dark decay of the enhancement
was measured for cell #1.	 The results of measurements taken between
c
T = 295°K and 372°K are shown in figures 4.33 and 4.34.	 In figure 4.33,
^
the initial enhanced response after one minute of strong short wavelength
bias illumination is plotted for three dark delay intervals. 	 The	 k
1point at 120 seconds delay on the 372°K curve was higher than expected
from the initial decay rate because the unenhanced 8000 A photoresponse
at this temperature was only slightly .less than the decayed signal,
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i.e. after about 100 seconds the decay is virtually complete at this
temperature. In figure 4.34 the exponential decay constant taken
from figure 4.33 is plotted against reciprocal temperature. The
exponential nature of this plot suggests an activated process with
a characteristic energy of 0.95 eV.	 The measurement of dark decay
rate as a function of temperature is a measure of the thermal quenching
of the enhanced photoresponse. 	 The 0.95 eV activation energy should
x' be a measure of the energy required to thermally nxcite trapped holes
from the neutralized acceptor states to the valence band of the CdS.
This energy is to be compared with the 1.1 eV energy required for
f
optical quenching of the photoresponse.
An estimate of the capture cross-section- for free holes of the {{'
t level responsible for enhancement is possible from the data of figure
d
I^ 4.34.	 The rate constant for thermal emptying of the level	 s74
rate constant = N	 S v exp[-E/kT)	 ,	 (4.4)v	 p # }
where N
v
 is the valence band effective density of states, S p is the
capture cross -section for free holes, v is the thermal velocity of
a hole in the valence band, and E is the energy of the level above the
A7 valence band edge.	 If the dark decay constant of figure 4.34 is `.
t
assvojed to be equal to the rate constant of equation (4.4), Sp can
be determined from the intercept at T = oo which;has `the value
N S v = 2.5 x 1011 sec 1.	 Putting N	 = 1019 cm 3 and v = 107 cm/sec,
v p	
v
results in a value S -= 2.5 x 10
-
15 cm2 for the hole capture cross-p
.	 ^i N.
section.
I,
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V. LIGHT MICROPROBE RESULTS
5.1	 Minority Carrier Diffusion Length
The hole diffusion le„cgth in CdS and the electron diffusion
'	 length in Cu2S were measured directly using the light microprobe
to inject the minority carriers. 	 Because of the short diffusion
lengths expected for both materials, angle-lapped junction techniques
were used in all but one sample where a cleaved surface, perpendicular
to the junction plane was examined.	 The measurement technique was
described in section 3.6.	 The solutions appropriate to the geometries gLLg,r,	 1
of these samples wevi given is section 2.2. 	 Figure 3.4 showed the
geometries of samples for both positive and negative bevel angles.
r
	Figure 5.1 shows the result of a light microprobe scan across
a junction bevelled to -5°.
	
The solid lines represent the data'cor-
t
rected for the photosignal caused by scattered light.	 On the Cu 2S`
side of the interface the minority carriers diffuse through the 5°
wedge of Cu 2S to the collector junction.
	
The diffusion length is
obtained from the expression
sin	 8 .
Ln	 d(ln I) dx
. 	 From the slope of the solid line on the Cu 2'S side 'of figure 5.1,
9
Ln is found to be 3 x 10_5 cm.	 On the US side of the junction, the
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geometry for light injected hole diffusion is quite different from
the Cu2S side. In the CdS, the collected carriers must diffuse paral-
lel to the surface to the intersection of the junction plane and the
surface. The diffusion away from the line source has cylindrical
symmetry resulting in an expression for the hole diffusion in terms
of Hankel functions with imaginary arguments,
IR 
M (ix/ L
	
1PLp 
_ (l)	 d(^
	 (S.2)
iHo (ix/Lp) dx
where x is the light probe distance from the junction, and I is the
t -3
phatocurrent. The diffusion length is obtained from the measurement
of the slope of the experimental curve at some distance x from the
interface. The value of the Hankel function is obtained from tables
r using n estimated value of L obtained by assuming the photocurrent8	 p
decreases exponentially. One or two iterations are sufficient to
obtain a self-consistent value of L.. A value of 6.0'x 10_
4
 cm was
p
obtained for this sample:. Using this value of Lp, a theoretical
curve for the photocurrent J p can be fitted to the experimental curve.
r	 The dashed curve in figure 5.1 is the theoretical curve given by	 a,
c
(S.3)
_ p	 ^
r
where A is a coefficient independent of x (see equation ( 2.23))*
The discrepancy between theory and experiment is expected at short
.t
distances due to the finite width of the light line.
100W	 fi
The results obtained on cell #6 with a -2 Q bevel angle are shown
in figure 5.2. Using the same analysis discussed above an upper limit
on the electron diffusion length in Cu 2S was found to be 1 x 10-5 cme
The hole diffusion length on the CdS side was found to be
5.5 x 10-4 cm. On the Cu 2S side the diffusion length was less than
the lower limit for use of this microprobe system since both the width
of the light line and the depth of penetration of light become com-
parable to the diffusion length.
Figure 5.3 shows the results of a light microprobe scan across a
junction bevelled to +5 0 The diffusion length on the Cu 2S side is
not measurable for positive bevel angle samples. The photocurrent
I'I
	
	
increased rapidly in a distance equal to the width of the sight line
as the interface was approached from the p-side. A slowly increasing
f+	or almost constant photocurrent was then measured as the spot was
moved away from the interface on the OdS side. Beyond about40 microns,
the photocurrent decreased exponentially. The presence of the 40
micron wide constant current region makes analysis of the diffusion
length difficult. The bulk depletion width for this sample was 0.2
microns which would result in a flat response for only 6 microns.
The wide constant current region is thought to be due to sur°face damage
caused by the bevelling, resulting in a widened space charge region
near the surface. Since the edge of the space charge region is _con
t
pidered to be the collector for d,iffusfrd minority--carriers,, 	 widening	 .
at tie suVface has the effect of increasing the angle between the
surfaoe and the current collector.` The collected diffusion current
will therefore be very sensitive to the nature of the transition from
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bulk to surface width of the space charge region. The angle @ to be
used in calculating Lp can have any value between 5° and 900. 	 If
0 = 5° is used, l	 v 1.0 x lC4 cm is the diffusion length.	 If diffusionP
is along the surface to the edge of the surface depletion region
(0 = 90°) then L	 = 1.2 x 10y3 cm.	 The true result is probably between
P
these extremes, a possibility made more plausible by the results
obtained on other crystals where the geometry was well-defined. 	 These
crystals all have measured hole diffusion lengths in the range 5 x 10-4
-4to 6 x 10	 cm.
As will be discussed in the following section, most of the bevelled
samples (both positive and negative angles) had wide regions across
which the photocurrent remained approximately constant before decreas-
ing sharply far away from the Junction on the CdS side.	 A'measurement
of the hole diffusion length in US on a sample free from the surface
damage due to bevelling was desirable. 	 Since a suitable etchant
capable of tiemoving the damaged layer without creating a step at the
interface could not be found, it was decided to attempt measurements
.: on a cleaved surface
	
GdS..	 For the hexagonal.structure the prismatic'
,..'' planes are known to be good cleavage; planes. 	 A crystal was cleaved
to expose a (1210) plane.	 The sample was dipped to form a thin Up)
Cu2S layer on the cleaved surface.	 The cell was then cleaved again
r
{. along a, (1010) plane which was at 90° to the first cleavage,	 A photo- y
graph of the cleaved surface on which diffusion length measurements,`
were made is shown irk figure 5.4.
	
The result of a light microprobe
scan perpendicular to the dipped surface is shown in figure 55.	 The
.,r inset is a sketch showing the region of the crystal scanned and may i
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•	 FIGURE 5.4: PHOTOGRAPH OF THE CLEAVED SURFACE OF
CELL # 7. THE JUNCTION PLANE IS PERPEN-
DICULAR TO THE € LA`,!E OF THE PAPER AT
THE HORIZONTAi. EDGE OF THE CRYSTAL.
MAGNIFICAT
 ON W'S X200.
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FIGURE 5.5:	 PHOTOCURRENT VERSUS LIGHT PROBE POSITION ON CELL # 7,
THE SOLID LINE IS DATA CORRECTED FOR SCATTERED LIGHT.
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be compared with figure 5.4.	 For the 90° angle between surface and
junction, the collector is a semi-infinite plane, and the diffusion
3
i
length can be quite accurately obtained from the reciprocal of the
slope of the In photocurrent vs distance plot.	 A value of
Lp r 5 x 10 '4 cm is measured.	 The deviation from linearity at very
small distances from the junction is due to departure from the expo-
nential approximation which is good at distances greater than the
diffusion length, and presumably due to decreased surface recombination
losses for carrier injection in the space charge region at the inter-
ii
1
face.	 An upper limit on the surface recombination velocity of 10 3 cm/sec J
is obtained by comparison of the experimental results with the theoreti-
cal	 curves of van Roosbroeck 52 calculated for this geometry_.	 Using''
the measured diffusion lengths, minority carrier lifetimes may be
^x
calculated from T 	 L /D.	 For Cu2S, the appropriate diffusion coeffi-
cient Dn or the electron mobility from which it can be calculated }
are unknown.	 Hence the lifetime cannot be determined.	 The hole
j
2,	 26
mobility is known from Hall measurements to be about 20 cm /V-sec.`
^t
r^t
If the electron mobility is assumed to be comparable, an order of
magnitude estimate of the electron lifetime can be obtained. 	 This
t
crude estimate gives a value of 10 9 seconds for the electron lifetime
in Cu2S.	 On the CdS side, the diffusion coefficient for holes is
known to be 0.4 cm 2/sec from mobility measurements. 75 	Using the
o	 L	 5 0 x 10-4 cm from cell V	 the hole lifetime isvalue 	f	 V.p
'2 x 1 	 seconds.6.	 0
`	 The results of diffusion length measurements:. on six cells are
given In Table'.5.1.
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Table 5.1
Results of Diffusion Length Measurements
Cell Geometry L	 (cm) (u-^ L (cm)
#3 -5° bevel 4 x 10-4 0.4 2 x 10-5
#5 -5° bevel 6 x 10-4 0.9 3 x 10-5
#6 -2° bevel 5.5 x 10-4 0.76 z 1 x„ 10-5
#7 90° cleaved 5.0 x 10-4 0.62
#8 -5° bevel =6 x 10-4 0.9 --
'
r
9#10 -5° bevel 3 x 10-4 0.22 2 x 10-5
,
•
1
The minority carrier diffusion lengths and lifetimes measured
in the US may be compared with the values found in the literature*
-4	 3Diffusion lengths between 1 x 10	 and 2 x 10-	 cm have been measured
76
using the diffusion w! photoconductivity. 	 Cathodoconductivity
77
measurements by Bleil et al.	 have resulted in hole diffusion lengths
-3	 75
as high as 10	 cm in very pure crystals.	 Spear and Mort	 measured
the hole l 4 fetime and drift mobil i ty frota which a diffusion length
4
of 4 x 10-	 cm is calculated.	 Using the photoelectromagnetic (PEM)
effect on insulating crystals Sommers et al. 78	 measur,,.d diffusion.
-4lengths of about 5 x 10	 cm.	 Analysis of photoconductivity under
J
strong excitation and measurements of the PEM effect by Maeda and
Kasami 79 result in values of 'hole diffusion length equal to 3 x 10-4 cm
in undoped insulating crystals. 	 A review of other measurements given
JJ
80	
-5	 -3by Broser	 show a range from 10	 to 1.0	 cm for the hole diffusion
81length in pure CdS crystals.	 Palz and Ruppel	 determined hole life-^
-8	 -14times to be between 10	 and 10,	 seconds from analysis of the photo- iJ:
voltaic effect at metal-CdS contacts.	 However, these measurements
were made on Cu-doped and In-doped crystals. -^The results shown in
Table 5.1 are in good agreement with the values obtained by other
methods on undoped CdS crystals.
Reliability of the DiffusionLength Measurements
The direct measurement of diffusion lengths Iess than about
10 microns is difficult because the tec niques 'Used introduce many
possible errorso	 :Carrier diffusion takes place very near the surface
for any sample geometryand may be expected to be very sensitive to
109
surface damage. Surface recombination affects have been neglected
ivi these measurements. If the surface reco mbination velocity is less
than 103 cm/ sec as indicated by the results on cell 117, the measured
diffusion lengths will not be seriously affected by this neglect.
Geometric errors in bevel angles, etc., could be quite well con-
trolled except for regions very close to the junction.	 Here, because F-
of difference in hardness of the two materials comprising the hetero-
1
junction, slight steps, chipping at the ends of thin wedges, or other
faults with micron dimensions become possible sources of error which
are not easily detected.
Scattered light from internal reflections in the optical system,
f lens aberrations, light scattered at the surface of the sample, and
reabsorption of luminescent light, contribute a background signal
which is difficult to suppress below a few percent of the maximum ►
f
signal.	 Corrections have been made to the data at the larger distances
from theunction.	 In all cases	 reasonably long segments of the^	 ,	 	 	 g ¢i. iz
fi curves are not significantly affected by scattered light so that the,
corrections serve mainly to extend the useful portion o 	 the data. w
..,	 • On the Cu 2S side, where L	 < 3 `x 10 5 cm, the width of the lightp
spot and the depth of penetration of Lhe light both become serious_
limitations to accurate measurement. 	 That the diffusion length in the
Cu2S must be of about this magnitude is supported by'indirect°evidence
.
r`
from the efficiency and spectral. response of this type of cell.
21 long wavelength response of these fieterojunctions depends 
s
on optical absorption in the Cu S film.	 It has been found that a z
Cu 2S film thickness of about 0.3 microns results in maximum cell
"	 ={ 110
efficiency. 68
	if the diffusion length
 
weze much shorter than the
measured value, it would be difficult to understand the high efficiency
of these cells,	 if the diffusion length were much longer, improved
long wavelength response would be expected with somewhat thicker films.
On the US side of the junction the advantages of angle-lapped
junctions have not been realized because of the wide surface depletion
regions.	 Measurement of a 5 x 10- 4 cm diffusion length Faith a
I 1.3 x 10-4 cm wide light spot is fairly marginal.	 The intensity
profile of the microprobe line would be useful in evaluating the I
short diffusion lengths.	 Fortunately the results obtained on the {
Cu2S side of the junction provide an excellent check on the width 'of
the light probe.
	
The asymmetry observed on most scans removes any
ry doubt that the measured diffusion lengths were adversely affected by
Light spot size effects.
t {
In concluding this section estimates are made of the reliability L$;
of the measured diffusion lengths. 	 These estimates are based on Fos- x'`
8
sible errors introduced experimentally, through corrections for scat-
tered 'light, and by approximations in the. analysis for each geometry.
Possible errors due to neglect of surface recombination effects are
not included.	 For Cu2S. only three cells yielded a measurable diffu-
Sion length.	 These measurements give values of electron diffusion:
length betwc-i < "1 x 10-5 cm and? 3 x 10
-5 
enr, ±25X.
	
The efficiency of
` long wave length. spectral response c,', 1,^res reason to believe that this
.
,
_^
p	 of ^value is re resentatve . of the electron diffusion  l,ength 	 2S
films formed on CdS cells.	 For US the hole diffusion length measured
on the cleaved cell #7 is considered the most reliable. ;A value of
^ 111
AIc
L 
p 
0 5.0 X 10"4 cm +-10% was obtained * This results of measurements
on six cells of undoped, low resistivity US were within 40% of this
value.
5.2 Wide DegletAon Layers
Mention was made in the previoua section of the presence of
appareniz wide depletion layers at the surface of bevelled Junctions.
I`
In this section, the results of further investigation of these regions
4
are presented and discussed.
Figure 5.3 showed the wide efficient current collection region
seen on positive bevel angle samples.	 In figure 5.6 similar effects
are shown on a cell bevelled at -5 0 .	 The curves plotted at the top
were obtained with highly absorbed light incident on the sample from
the CuS side as Indicated in the inset. 	 The three curves represent
light microprobe scans across the Junctions at the three positions
indicated on the sketch. 	 The width of the constant current regions
of the scan increased approximately linearly in crossing the sample
from positions 1 to 3.	 When corrected for the effects of 9,cattered
Light the sharp current decrease -on the US side yielded valij.,, ,s of
-4hole diffusion lengths L 	 6 k 10	 cm.
p
The photoconductivity data of Auth and Ridder
76
 shows very similar {
behavior of photocur-rent vet,:,.'*0s distanto as that shown in figure 5.6. P,
The low photocurrent region at distances beyond the region of rapidly
decreasing current have been interpreted as the reabsorption of lumin-
82
escent light.	 Such 'a process is another mechanism for scattering
of light In measurements of this type.	 Our measurements with tb-	light
1,13 lit
44A
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tprobe ;just off the edge of the crystal; indicate that the eff'eets of
'z;eabsorption of luminescent light ware not as important as light
scattered by the microprobe optics. 	 The curves shown in the sower
part of figure 5.6 were obtained with light whose energy was less
than the US bandgap incident on the junction region through the US
crystal ab indicated on the sketch.	 The lig►lt microprobe line was
focussed through the US on the upper surface at the same three posi-
tions urged for the upper scans. 	 Passing the long wavelength light
through the crystal decreased the amount of reflected light reaching
the large junction area `away from the bevelled edge. 	 Reduction of
reflection effects can be easily seen by considering that long wave-
length light incident from below requires two surface reflections to
reach the junction plane, while light incident from the top requires
only one reflection.	 Light scattered in passing through the bulk of
the US crystal is probably about the same for either direction of 	 W
travel.	 On the US side, long wavelength photoresponse was seen with
sharp decreases in collected current observed at the same distances
from the interface as were seen with short wavelength light.	 Near
the junction the red response rose to a maximum at the visible inter-
face., The current was then expectedto remain a,)natant as the light.;
j
was moved further from the bevelled edge on the Cu S side. 	 The sharp
dips in the photocurrent on the Cu 2S'side are not understood, but
interference effects may be responsible since the Cu 2S wedge is only	 y;
about 1 micron thick at this distance fromthe junction. 
After Microprobe spectral response measurements described in the
°Cfollowing section, cell #0 was heat treated for 5 miatutes at. 250
114
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in air. Microprobe scans across the junction with short wavelength
light were then repeated.	 At all three positions across the crystal
negligible constant-photocurrent region g existed, implying that the
wide depletion layer at the surface had disappeared.	 The crystal
was then very lightly polished to remove a few microns from the surface
and another series of microprobe scans were made. 	 This time a constant
current region about 6 microns wide was measured. 	 The conclusion from
these results is that the wide depletion region measured on the CdS 1`
side is very sensitive to surface treatment, accounting for the large
variations in this width measured on different crystals.
-Removal of surface damage caused by mechanical polishing during,
bevelling was attempted *ith chemical etches.	 A suitable chemical
etch is very difficult to find for a heterojunction especially when
;P
i
diffusion lengths in the micron range are to be measured.	 Different
rates of etching of the two materials leads to steps at the juliction
}
,
which can seriously distort the geometry over the short distances being
investigated.	 It was finally decided that a very light etch of the
US on a positive bevel angle cell might remove the surface damage
and permit measurements of the hole diffusion length in the angle-
lapped geometry.	 For this purpose an optical quality etch censisting
of 0.3 molar KMn04 dissolved in concentrated H 2so4 was used. 60	The
results of a 2 -minute etch at room temperature in this sl olution are
	 p	
-	 ^, ;
shown in the photograph reproduced in figure=5.7. 	 In this figurfl,` .
part of a bevelled junction is viewed perpendicular to the junction i
plane from the US side of the cell.	 The bevelled Cu2 ^^Slayer, about
r:
3.5 microns thick, appears as the light band (40 microns wide) forming
115
kFIGURE 5.7: PHOTOGRAPH OF THE +5 0 ANGLE-LAPPED JUNCTION
REGION OF CELL # 4 AFTER ETCHING IN H 2 SO4 + KMnO4
FOR 2 MINUTES. Cu 2S IS AT THE TOP OF THE SAMPLE,
1! THE DARK BAND IS THE UNETCHED CdS, AND THE
s ETCHED CdS IS AT THE BOTTOM. MAGNIFICATION X 100.
r^
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the top edge of the sample in the piv)tograph. The Cu 2S
-CdSJI.nterface
is at the top edge of the dark band in the photograph.
	 The dark band
(100 microns wide) is unetched CdS, the polished surface scattering F`
very little light.
	 Then beginning at an abrupt edge, the rest of the t
CdS surface is lightly etched developing some surface roughness which
scatters the light.	 A light microprobe scan across this junction
(see figure 5.12) shows that the unetched region of US corresponds
to the constant photocurrent xegions associated with wide depletion {
layers at the surface. 	 The reason for the ineffectiveness of the
etchant in this narrow band of US is not understood.
	 It would appear
that the presence of the built-in field associated with the junction st
retards the chemical reaction at the surface since etching was found
to be equally fast on highly insulating and conducting crystals.
	 The
rf
wide depletion width developed ` by the etching technique and seen with
the light microprobe was only a surface effect, since capacitance
measurements indicated a bulk depletion width 06 microns wide, a
value consistent with resistivity measurements on the bulk CdS.
The,surface depletion region was investigated by still another
technique on one cell. 	 Electron mirror microscope photographs were
taken of a junction bevelled at 90° . 83 , In the electron mirror micro-
scope a low energy electron beats is deflected by surface fields a fevi '4
microns outside the solid. 	 The reflected electrons are refocussed to
R
form an image of the electric field distribution at the surface of the
,R.	 1
solid.	 A series of such photographs was taken of the Cu2S-CdS junction
with bias voltages ranging from +1.0 to -400 volts.
	
Several of these
photographs are shown in figure 5.8
	 The Cu2S side of the junction is #.
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(0) BIAS = 0 (b) BIAS - - I VOLT
(C) BIAS = - 2 VOLTS (d) BIAS = —4 VOLTS
FIGURE 5 8: ELECTRON MIRROR MICROSCOPE PHOTOGRAPH OF A Cu2S-CdS
HETEROJUNCTION. THE Cu 2 S IS IN THE LOWER LEFT OF THE
PHOTOGRAPHS. THE DARK BAND IS THE SPACE CHARGE LAYER
IN THE CdS, BEVEL ANGLE IS 90 0, MAGNIFICATION X 150.
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FIGURE 5.10:	 PHOTOGRAPH OF THE CELL USED FOR ELECTRON
MIRROR MICROSCOPE MEASUREMENTS AFTER ETCHING
IN H 2 SO4 + KMnO4 FOR 2 MINUTES, UPPER DARK
BAND IS Cu 2 S LAYER. UNEVEN LIGHT REGION IS UN-
ETCHED CdS. DARK AREA AT THE BOTTOM IS ETCHED
CdS. MAGNIFICATION X50.
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j
in the lower left of photographs. The depletion layer is the dark
band which grows into the US side as reverse bias is increased.
At zero bias the depletion layer width measured from these -photographs
was about 30 microns. The variation of the barrier width with applied
bias is shown in figure 5,9. For small applied bias the barrier
width varied as the 1/3 power of bias voltage and extrapolation in
the forward bias direction gtves a ralue of V 
b 
w 1.4 volts for the
built-in voltage. Light microprobe scans across this junction yields
widths between 10 and 15 microns.	 The sample was etched in the KMnO	 +4
H SO	 solution with the result shown in figure 5.10.	 The Cu S layer2	 4	 2
is the dark band across the middle of the photograph, with the US
in the lower half of the picture. 	 The Cu S layer was very thick2
(120 microns) resulting in the non-planar interface. 	 The etched US
appears dark in this photograph.	 Once again a wide band of unetched
US is left adjacent to the junction,
Attempts were made to study the widening of the surface depletion
layers under reverse bias using light microprobe methods.	 Very little
change was observed 6nthe cells having wide regions, however, since
large increases in the photosignal under reverse bias (to be discu,sqed
in a later section) tended to mask any widening effects. 	 Those cells
having rather narrower depletion layers showed larger increases with
reverse bias which approached a cube-root dependence in a few cases.
5.3	 Spectral Response Across a Junction
Cell #8 was used to obtain spectral response curves at various
positions of the light probe relative to the Cu S-CdS interface.2
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This cel'.l was shosen because the wide surface depletion region resulted.
Iii good collection efficiency out to large distances from the junction.
The long wavelength response of the cell was poor. beyond 7000 A indica-
ting that photoemissioo from the Cu 2S side: was inefficient. Low
efficiency of the photoemisson process was desirable in order to
minimize the background signal due to scattered light reaching the
Large plane area of the junction. The sharp breaks observer at large
distances from the junction in the long wavelength mteroprobe scans
of figure 5.6 are evidence that the long wavelength response was
generated near the surface and was not due to scattered light.
Spectral response curves obtained at various distances from the
Cu2S-CdS interface are shown in figure 5.11. 	 The measurements were
made at position (2) shown on figure 5.6.	 The curves have been normal-
}
ized at 9000 A to the short w velength curve of f$,gure 5.6 to correct
for the variation in collector efficiency as distance from the function
3
was varied.	 The curve at -10p was on the Cu2S side of the junction
I
and represents a vertical distance of 0.87 microns to the junction.
The peak at 4500 A was probably due to scattered light reaching the
i
.,, US side of the junction.	 The increase in the response as wavelength z
increases is due to the decreasing absorption coefficient (see figure 1.1)
allowing more light to be absorbed within an electron diffusion length
of. the junction..	 Considerable variation in absorption, co efficient...
data determined by various authors mak6s estimation of where the
F$	 peak response should occur difficult. 	 However, assuming the latest
=23-5
I	 data of Shiozawa et al.	 to be correct, and using L '	- 2 x 10	 cm,
{	 the peak response should occur near 5000 A with about 3% of the
1,?3
= ^_
-
^wq^a?^r:
	 ,•t
	
",,fl^^"'^'^![^*e^rs:	 der_^,^y
incident light being absorbed within a diffusion length of the Junction
i
I
I
The magnitude of the observed response is consistent with these esti-
mates,
Looking next at the curve taken at Ou, that is with the light
probe on the metallurgical interface, the responses is seen to have
increased at all wavelengths. 	 At short wavelengths the increase is
due to bandgap excitation in the CdS, while at longer wmr4lengths p'
excitation in the CuzS is very efficient as the thickness of the Cu2S
at the light probe its less than the electron diffus ion length.	 The
response should increase as the Cu 2S absorption coefficient increases
with about 359
 
of the incident light now being usefully absorbed at
^N
6000 A.
As the light probe- ­° moved into the US side, the short wavelength _.
component of response is expected to rise and the long wavelength
component to decrease.	 At 5p on the US side, strong ,1hort wavelength r
response i,s seen,	 The longer wavelength response is about equal to
that -seen at the O	 position.
	 At this	 osition	 the US at the surfaceP	 P	 ^ f
was only 
	
x 10 5 cm from the interface before the 5° bevel so that
.diffused-in impurities could be pro ^sent 	 Since the light is no longer`
highly absorbed as in diffusion length measurements, l ght scattered
from crystal imperfections reaching the junction could also result in
this long wavelength response. ' Light reaching the junction after
F
reflection from the opposite side of the US crystal should be the r
same for the 5p and 75p positions.
	
Because capacitance measurements,,;,
have indicated that the US has bulk properties to within 10
	
cm
of the junction on non-heat-treated cells, the long wavelength response
124
iis believed to be mostly due to scattered light reaching the junction.
The shift to shorter wavelengtihs of the peak attributed to US excita-
tion is due to the very thin laver (3 x 10 cm) in which excited	
r
1
1.
charge carriers are efficiently collected.
5.4 Photocurrent Gain with Small Reverse Bias
The V-I characteristics taken under short wavelength illumination
	 3`
i
	 (figure 4.1) showed that light-induced breakdown was occurring at 	
i`f
	
small values of reverse bias voltage. This effect was investigated
with the light microprobe by scanning across the Cu S-CdS junctions2 f=
with reverse bias applied.	 The result of scans on cell #4 with no
bias and 1 volt reverse bias ,applied is shown in figure 5. 12.	 The
{
effect of reverse Lias was to increase the measured photac:urrent with
r
'
,
the maximum increase being observed at 100 microns from the junction 	 #,
J
on the US side.	 This position corresponds to the edge of the wide 	 is
1
{
surface depletion region discussed in section 5.2.	 As indicated on
the figure, the maximum also corresponds to the boundary between
rthe etched and not etched regions shown in_the photograph of this cell
(figure 5 . 7).	 The voltage dependence of the increased photosignal
observed on cell #8 is shown in figure 5.13.	 In this figure the five	 ^^
C
curves were obtained with the light probe at the indicated distances
frciry the Cu2S-CdS interface- (see figure -5.3).	 Four important features
A
are seen in figure 5.13:	 (1) the threshold for the onset of photocurrent
w
gain is less than 0 . 25 volts., ( 2) saturat e on` of the gain begins at
about 1 . 0 volts, ( 3) maximum gain occurs when the microprobe is at
rt
l the edge of the depletion region furthest from the	 unction	 andg	 	 	 ^
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 maximum photocurrent is much greater than the number of light injec-
ted carriers.	 Figure 5.14 shows the photocurrent dependence on bias
voltage for cell A.	 The light probe was at the position of maximum
response in figure 5.12.	 In cell, #4 the dark reverse current of the i
entire junction (area = 10 -.2 cm, 2 ) was measured and is "plotted on
"
figure 5.14.	 The photocurrent due to the microprobe light exceeds
the total dark current by more than an order of magnitude. 	 The lines
marked 'photon current' in figures 5.13 and 5.14 are the total photon 4
flux incident on the samples from the light microprobe.
	
The Eight
intensity was measured with a calibrated silicon photodiode in:the
f
-sample position.	 Assuming that every photon produces a carrier which
is collected under reverse bias, the maximum photocurrent should be
the indicated photon current. 	 In figures 5,13 and 5.14 the maximum
" current represents gains of 40 and 150 respectively,
Following is a summary of the major observations from an i.nvesti- F<
gation of the photocurrent gain _lffect on many samples.
(1)	 ,A threshold of 0.2 to 0.4 volts reverse bias for onset of the i
gain effect was seen for all Cu2S-CdS junctions.
	
Similar
gain observed on electroplated Cu-CdS barrier cells showed ,s
f
no threshold.';
(2)	 Saturation of the photocurrent occurs between 2 and 4 volts
reverse bias.
	
Some cells show a slight decrease in photo-
cur rent at higher voltage.
(3)	 Maximum photocurrent is always observed at some distance
from tYie Cu2S-CdS interface, usually at or very near where •
` 128x
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the zero bias photocurrent begins to decrease sharply on
the US side.
(4) Large photocurrent gain effects are only observed for light
of energy greater than or equal to the bandgap of CdS.
Spectral response measurements of the effect show a very
sharp edge at 5200 A.
(5) The response time for the photocurrent gain was 2 x 10-4 sec.
Measurements were made using a 600 Hz chopping frequency
and observing the shape of the photocurrent pulse on an
oscilloscope at various values ofreverse bias.
(6) Photocurrent gain in the range of 100 to 200 was seen on
most bevelled junctions.	 Gains 'between 2 and 5 were seen
when light was incident through a thin Cu 2S layer.	 Gain
of 2000 was observed at the ,junction of cleaved cell V.
(7) Photocurrent greater than the total dark current has been
observed.	 Magnitude of the dark current does not seem to
be related to the photocurrent gain.
(8) Photocurrent gain varies greatly (but reproducibly) as the
light probe is scanned parallel to the junction.
(9) Photocurrent gain begins to saturate at high light intensities
(see discussion below),-:
(10) Short heat treatment of the cells at 230°C in air drastically
reduces the photocurrent gain.
y
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(11) Photocurrent gain between 2 and 5 times the incident photon
current was observed on the reverse-biased thin film cell
with the microprobe light incident on the Cu 2S side.
The intensity dependence of the photocurrent observed at various
bias voltages is shown in figure 5.13 for cell A. The results were
obtained at the position of maximum gain (100 microns from the inter-
face) using neutral density filters to reduce the light probe intensify.
At zero bias the photocurrent varied very nearly linearly with light
intensity. Departure from linearity was evident for all reverse bias
voltages. Figure 5.16 shows the variation with light intensity of the
i
	 maximum photocurrent observed from cell #7.. This current was observed
at a visible defect at the junction (see section 5.5). Also plotted
{	 in the figure is the photon current measured with the silicon photo-
i
diode. At low intensities, a gain of 2000 is observed. At higher
light intensity, the photocurrentsaturates, decreasing the gain to
about 200 at the maximum intensity used.
} 5.5 Correlation of Photocurrent_Gain with Crystal Defects-
As mentioned in the previous section, the magnitude of the photo-
current gain under small reverse bias was strongly dependent on the
o ition ale the exposed edge of the unction,, On	 i.light. probe. p	 along_ g	 P	 g	 ^	 ,.
bevelled cells, with zero bias across the`junctionp relatively small 	 ?
variations in photocurrent were observed when the light probe was
scanned parallel to the Cu 2S-CdS interface. However, when reverse
i-
bias voltage was Applied, largephotocurrent gain was observed that
F
varied one or two orders of magnitude as the light probe was scanned. {
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The separation between adjacent peaks in the photocurrent was between
5 and 20 microns. These observations, and the fact that several care-
fully prepared cells which were not bevelled showed no low voltage
breakdown effects in their V-1 characteristics suggested that defects
might be responsible for the observed reverse breakdown under short
wavelength illumination.
To investigate this possibility, a junction free of poliahng
damage was necessary. Cell #7 on which both the ,function plane and a
90° intersecting plane were cleavage planes, was investigated. A
photograph of the surface of this crystal where scans were made has
already been shown in figure 5.4 in connection with diffusion length
measurements. For these experiments, the light microprobe was reduced
to a spot approximately 1.5 microns square. After cgreful alignment,
the spot could be traversed along the very flat portion of the ;function
edge over a distance of 135 microns.
The results of two such scans; one with, and one without reverse
bias, are shown in figure 5.17. Also indicated in the figure are the
exact locations of defects intersecting the junction. These defects
were examined carefully at magni fications up to 100OX using both
,	
reflected and transmitted light. The defects located on figure 5.17
c
had the appea,;rance of microcracks--in the US crystal rather ,than clea-
vage steps, many of the latter also being visible on this surface,
With no bias voltage applied, the photocurrent remains essentially
constant over the entire length of ;function scanned. Repeating the
scan with 3 volts reverse bias applied, an overall increase in photo-
current was measured; but at the locations of the microc racks, an
135
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additional increase of from 2 to 3 orders of magnitude was seen.	
1
Measurements of the total light flux From the light microprobe corres -
ponds to a photon current of 2 x 10- 9 amps. Thus, photocurrents w ith
gain of r are observed at, localized points on this junction. Refer-
ing back to figure 5.16, where the intensity dependence of the maximum
photocurrent was plotted for this crystal, it can be seen that at
lower intensities a gain of 2000 was measured at one of the microcracks.
t.
i Since no corrections for reflected light have been made, the actual.
yield per absorbed photon is considerably higher.
The V-I characteristics shown in figure 4.1 showed that short ^.
r
wavelength illumination caused rrverse breakdown at small bias voltage,
{ This apparent breakdown ig
 the :name phenomenon being discussed as
photocurrent gain in this section. 	 The local nature of the breakdown
3
r,
r^
observed in the V-I characteristics under short wavelength illumination
could be demonstrated with the light microprobe. 	 Using cell P, Lr
t
3
photocurrent versus applied bias characteristics were obtained at two f
locations on the junction. 	 Figure 5.18 shows the results of these
4''.
.`
measurements.	 The wavelength of the incident light was a band between
r;
3500 A and 5000 A.	 At position t1), the light probe was at a 'perfect'
part of tire ` crystal.	 At position (2), the probe was located on a
microcrack.	 At position (1), the onset of appreciable breakdown current
at about -1.5 volts corresponds to the _onset of reverse breakdown-in'
i
" the dark for this j unction'.	 At position ( 2), the threshold for break-
down is about 0.2 to 0.3 volts.	 In the forward direction, the char-
acteristic at position ( 2) crosses the voltage axis at 0.43 volts,
r about the same crossing point as is observed for the whole junction
137
Under illumination. At position (1), the crossover is at 0.5 volts,
w
a significant increase in output voltage due to reduced light-modulated
forward current.
The results presented here show very clearly the correspondence
between defects at the junction and the observed light-induced breakdown
or photocurrent gain effects. Defects such as cracks existing in the
CdS before dipping to form the Cu 2S layer will result in sharp spikes
of Cu2S penetrating the US on an otherwise planar Junction. The
effects observed at these locations are felt to be due to the high
electric fields which will be present at sharp points on the junction.
Bevelling produces high field regions due to the bevel edge itself
and damage such as scratches, etc. Polycrystalline films contain
J , many potential high field regions at grain boundaries. Further dis-
cussion of the breakdown effects is deferred to section 6.6 where a
mechanism is proposed for the observed effects.
q.
6.1	 Introduction
In the preceding two chapters the results from a variety of
experiments have been presented. 	 In this chapter a model for the
CU S-CdS heterojunction is proposed and the experimental results are2
discussed in tertas of the proposed tiodel.
The major experimental phenomena for which a satisfactory model
must account are:
(1)	 efficient long wavelength response,
(2)	 loss of long wavolengthresponse after heat treatment,
(3)	 enhancement of long wavelength response by short wavelength
secondary illuminationt
(4)	 existence of fast and slow components in the photoresponse,
(5)	 optical quenching of the photoresponse,
(6)	 persistence of enhancement by short wavelength secondary
illumination,
(7)	 V_I characteristics with much greater forward current under
illumination than in thedark,
forward V-I(8)	 temperature independence of the 	 characteristics,
over a wide tf-,,mperature range,
O	 -wavelength-generated V 	 by additionalquenching of long oc
short wavelength illumination,
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17,
(10) Light-induced breakdown at small reverse bias.
6.2 Origin of Long Wavelength Photoresponse
Several arguments can be made to show that the major part of the
long wavelength response of efficient Cu 2S-CdS heterojunctions must
be due to photoexcitation in the Cu 2S. The most obvious argument is
based on the similarity of the spectral response to the optical absorp-
- tion spectrum_of Cu S.	 The lon	 wavelength
 2	 g 	 edge at 1.2 eV is clearlyg
seen in both optical absorption of Cu 2S and the photoresponse of these
a
cells, s
In order to attribute the major contribution to the short-circuit t
current in the long wavelength region to excitation in the Cu2S layer,
it is necessary to show that the collection efficiency for light genet-
{
ated in this 'layer is sufficient to account for the observed response.
Calculations by van Aerschot et al., 35 usirg , the optical absorption z
data of Marshall and Mitra20 and Eisenmann, 21 have shown that collection
' efficiencies between 0.1 and 1 are possible for Cu2S layers less than fi
E
0.5 micron; thick and having electron diffusion lengths of about
1 x`10_
4 
cm.	 Sliiozawa et al.68 have shown that the most efficient 1
rt cells have Cu S layers about 0.3 microns thick.	 The diffusion length y2
r:
results of the present work (section 5_.1) indicate a value of electron
!t
diffusion length between 0.1 and 0.3 microns.	 It is therefore apparent rf'
that the observed efficiency of good cells can plausibly be 'attributed i
to absorption in the Cu2S.
J
.' 
Another argumentg	
_ i
	 2n favor of Cu S:contributing the major tong
wavelength response is the inverse 'of the argument presented above. {
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One must ask whether it is possible to generate sufficient long wave-
length response on the US side of the junction. If optical absorption
by impurities within a hole diffusion length of the junction cannot
account for observed cell efficiency, absorption in the Cu 2S or at
interface states must be accepted as the origin of long wavelength
response.
Measurements on non-heat-treated single crystal CdS cells show :.	 I
1
that from 2.5% to 15% of the incident light in the 1.3 eV to 1.8 eV r
i
range results in collected carriers contributing to short-circuit
current.	 Capacitance measurements show that the US still has bulk t
Ky
properties to within at least 2 x 10
-5
 cm of the interface.	 Optical
absorption and photoconductivity measurements on the US before dipping
indicate very small absorption in this photon energy interval.	 Assuming
the collection efficiency is unity within half the hole diffusion length
-4
measured in US (Lp = 5 x 10 1	cm) and using a value of optical cross-
section for impurities a	 10-15 cm2 , the density of impurities re-
quired to absorb say 10% of the incident photons is estimated to be
1020 cm 	 This density is unreasonably high for these crystals even
` if it were assumed that the impurities or defects were electrically
inactive in the capacitance measurements,. 	 Since the estimate made
here used the total incident light with no corrections for reflection
r
losses, light absorbed in the Cu S layer, or recombination losses in
2
the CdS, the value of impurity density obtained in this way is probably
a lower limit. 	 It is evident that the high efficiency of these non-
heat-treated cells cannot depend on absorption on the US side of theP	 P.. _ ^
V junction.	 Even after heat treatment, capacitance measurements show.,
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at most a region 5 x 1;0_
s
 cm wide in which diffused impurity density
may be high, so that optical absorption is again insufficient to support
the observed photocurrent.
Measurements by Shiozawa et al. 23 on thin film cells i1a which the
quantum efficiency is about 70% in the response band have shown that
90% of the incident light is absorbed in the Cu 2S layer. It is also
observed by these authors and by Mytton 29 that the long wavelength
response improves with increasing Cu2S layer thickness up to about
0.3 micron thick layers. These observations are clearly incompatible
with excitation either in the US or at interface states.
A model applicable to efficient Ctt2S-CdS cells must require the
major part of the optical excitation to take place in the Cu, ►S layer.
it The diffusion length results presented in this thesis and the optimum
F
Cu2S thickness measured by Shiozawa et al. 2	support this conclusion.
if Although the long wavelength response of these cells is due to is
- absorption in the Cu2S, the effect of secondary illumination in enhan-
<:in	 and quenching this	 hotores once is apparently due to light absorbedg	 	 B	 P	 p	 PP	 y	 $ d
in the, CdS.	 The model proposed in section 63 its introduced 'to explain
the mechanism by which secondary illumination modulates the collection f
efficiency of the junction for carriers generated in the Cu 2S layer.
6.3	 Proposed Band_ , Profile {
The proposed band profile for heat-treated Cu 2S-CdS heterojunctions
is shown in figure 6.1. 	 The major difference between this profile and
r
.
the one previously suggested by-Shiozawa et al. 23 is the conductionP	 Y	 gB ^l{
band spike.	 The bulk properties of the. Cu 2S and US and the requirement
f;
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that the system come to equilibrium (flat Fermi level) fixes the
relative location of the valence and conduction bands on both sides
of the junction far from the space charge region. The Cu 2S is repre-
sented as a degenerate p-type semiconductor. The US is a low resistiv-
ity (0.1 to IQ-cm) n-type semiconductor. Heat treatment has produced
a layer a few tenths of a micron thick of partially compensated US
adjacent to the interface presumably due to copper diffusion from the
Cu2S. At the interface a difference of electron affinity between
the Cu2S and US or effects of interface states causes a discontinuity
in the bands resulting in a conduction band spike. Because of the
large difference in the bandgap of the two semiconductors, the barrier
height for holes is about twice that for electrons.
Two energy levels associated with imperfections in the compensated
US region are located in the forbidden gap at energies E 1 and E2,
approximately 0.3 eV and 1.1 eV respectively above the CdS valence
band edge. The occupation of these imperfections controls the deple-
tion width in the WS. Hole trapping in these levels results in
depletion layer narrowing, changing the conduction band profile to
that indicated by Ec in figure 6.1. This modulation of the band profile
by extrinsic light absorption in the CdS, or by intrinsic absorption
	
	
x,
i,
followed by hole trapping, varies the photocurrent by controlling the
transparency of the conduction band spike to photoexcited electrons
i'.
tunnelling from the ^u2S conduction band into the CdS. This mechanism
alone, with its direct corollaries, is svfficient to describe the
wide variety of, photovoltaic behavior observed for,heterojunctions of
Cu2S-CdS.	 r`:.
}
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6.4 Light-Modulated Tunnelling Model, - Discussion
R
_Conduction Band a	 ke
The band profile of figure 6.1 is introduced to explain the
spectral response results of heat-treated Cu ZS-CdS cells.	 Prior to
heat treatment no slow component in the response to light was observed,
and no quenching or enhancement effects by secondary illumination were
seen.	 The efficient long wavelength response in the cells is due
F
to light absorption in the Cu2S layer and diffusion of electrons to
the junction.	 Collected electrons must tunnel through the narrow
s
conduction band spike.	 Using relations developed in section 2.1, the a.
E width of the tunnelling barrier and thetunnelling probability through
s:
the base of the spike can be calculated. 	 Using a tunnelling barrier}
'"	 4 height E'	 qVB	0.1 eV, and assuming a step junation with a net donor 	 3F
-
density of 101'7 eta 3 , the width of the conduction band spine is cal-
culated from equation (2.8) to be 20 A.	 From equation (2.9) the tunnelling
probablity is 0.22 where a diffusion potential VD
	
1.3 volts has
been used.	 This is the transparency of the conduction band spike
for electrons tunnelling from the Cu S to contribute to the photocurrent.2
^w iR
Stace the proposed mechanism for enhancement and quenching of
c
photocurrent requires modulation of the transparency of this spike,
i
it must be shown that tunnelling dominates over Schottky emission
r;
over the spike.	 The photogenerated electrons in the Cu 2S conduction
band may be represented by a Boltzmann dUtribution N(E') = e-E'/kT
Excitation over the barrier requires a minimum value of E'	 0.1 0.	 )
The probability of an electron having this energy at 300°K is 0.02.
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comparing this with the tunnelling probability of 0.22, it is seen
that tunnelling is about 10 tames more effective than Schottky emission
at room temperature.
Effect of Heat Treatment
In the proposed model, short heat treatment introduces the impurity
levels El and E2 -into a narrow regian of CdS at the junction. These
levels are acceptors and therefore compensate the n-type US by reduc
,ing the net donor density near the interface. Because of the reduced
net ionized donor density the depletion width must widen to satisfy
Poisson's equation for the diffusion ;potential at the interface.
The degree of compensation in this region is not critical to the model	 i
being considered, but capacitance data, on several cells indicate a
fairly abrupt transition from the bulk donor density to a highly
compensated region. The effect of any compensation of the US at the
junction is to widen the conduction band spike, decreasing its trans-
parency to electrons incident from the Cu2S side. The dependence
a 3
4
of the tunnelling probability on the nef donor density ND can be seen 	 t
from equation (2.9). Because thermalization of photoexcited electrons
within the conduction band is very rapid compared to diffusion, all a
Cu S electrons will,be equally affected by the spike independent of2
the exciting photon energy. The narrowness of the region (20 A)
t
in which compensation of US need occur to decrease the barrier trans-
parency explains the short heat-treatment times .at relatively low	 y.
temperatures (a few seconds at 250°C) which are often sufficient for
significant loss of long wavelength response.
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Role of De ems' .I..m_pur. y Levels
The deep impurity levels have an important role in modifying
the long wavelength response of the heterojunction. The levels are
acceptors in the CdS and theref. .... widen the depletion region. Widen-
ing the conduction band spike decreases its transparency to photoex--
cited electrons in the Gu2S; therefore the presence of these Levels
decreases the photoresponse of the cells especially in the long wave-
length region.
The level E2 can also Oct as a deep hole-trapping level. Capturek
of a hole results in a change of the charge state of the center to a
lose negative value with respect to the lattice. The effect of hole
trapping in these centers is to decrease the ionized acceptor density
resulting in an increase in the net donor density. The depletion
i
E	 width decreases, narrowing the conduction band spike thereby increasing
the barrier transparency for tunnelling. Hale trapping in level
E2 can be due to either optical transitions from the level to the
conduction band, or to intrinsic absorption in the US creating a
hole-electron pair followed by capture of the hol xr in the center.
Since the level is very deep and the free carrier density in the
:R
depletion region is extremely small, captured holes will remain trapped
c
for long ,times at room temperature,
The charge state of the deep impurity levels is the factor control-
ling the transparency of the conduction band spike proposed in this
model. The conduction band spike may be regarded as a photocurrent
gate which is controlled by the occupancy of the deep acceptor level
E2'
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Level E1 is introduced into the model to account for the two
infrared quenching bands observed experimentally. Quenching of the
enhanced photocurrent occurs due to the inverse of the hole-trapping
process described above. optical or thermal emptying of holes from
levels E 2 results in decreased transparency of the conduction band
spike.- Optical quenching occurs by either a 1,1 eV transition from
the valence; band to an empty (of an electron) level E 2 or by a 0.8 eV
transition from levels E1 to E2 plus a the1`" excitation from the
valence band to EV Thermal quenching for a level 1.1 eV deep will
be very slow at room temperature. The transitions involved in these
quenching processes are very similar to those observed in quenching
70
of photoconductivity in sensitive US crystals. 71
6.5 Experimental Support for the Light-Mod lated  Tunnelling Model
In section 6.4, the mechanism of light-modulated tunnelling through
the conduction band spike of the proposed band profile was discussed
In this section, the experimental basis for this mechanism will be
discussed_
Fast and Slow Components of Spectral Response
Fast and slow components of the spectral response were shown in i
figures 4.18 and 4.19. The fast component represents tunnelling through
the spike with levels E 2 completely filled with electrons. The slow
component (difference between steady'-state and fast component) is
due to some of the incident light penetrating to the GdS causing changes
in the band profile by changing the charge !state of levels E Z , The 3
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A
islowness of these effects is a result of the small optical absorption.
coefficient (a 1 to 100 cm ) of these impurities In figures
4.18 and 4.19, the slow component is seen to enhance the response
for energies greater than 1.47 eV (X < 8400 A). This energy corresponds
to the threshold for optical excitation from E 2 to the conduction
band The decrease in the slow component at the band edge of CdS
(5200 A) is due to the highly absorbed band gap light creating a high
density of free holes some of which are captured in centers E2.
The enhancement process still '..ekes place in the short wavelength
region, but because of the muc': ;ore efficient generation and trapping
of holes the response is very rapid. In the short wavelength region-
t
	a good fraction of the observed photocurrent is due to the carriers 	 ^?
generated in the CdS.
	
At photon energies less than 1.47 eV, the slow component has a 	 F
small quenching effect on the photocurrent This effect may be due
a
to the levels E2 which lie very near the Fermi level close to the
interface. Some of these levels will be empty of electrons in the
dank. Excitation of electrons from the valence band will ionize
	
these centers making them effective as acceptors. The width of the 	 [
conduction band spike is very sensitive to the charge state of impur -
ities close to the metallurgical interface. A small increase in accep-
tor density results in widening of the spike reducing the tunnelling
current.
Secondary Illumination Experiments
I	
,^	 a
k,	 Spectral response measurements made with secondary illumination
r
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on the cell cause enhancement or quenching of t.e primary response.
Typical results for short wavelength and white secondary illumination
were shown in figures 4.15, 4.20 and 4.23. For short wavelength
secondary illumination the effect is straightforward enhancement by
capture of holes in level E 2 as discussed above. Figure 4.15 shows
}
the results of such illumination on a cell which lost most long wave -
length response on heat treatment. It is significant that the long
wavelength edge for the heat -treated cell with no secondary illumina-
` tion is near 1,5 eV and response in this region was found to be `s low.
F
For photon energies greater than 1.5 eV hole trapping by excitation s
x
from levels E 2 to the conduction band increases the transparency cf the
conduction band spike to electrons excited by the same wavelengths in r'
k the Cu2S
Competition between quenching and enhancement effects of different i
wavelengths in the secondary spectrum results when white secondary
illumination is used. 	 Since most of the levels E 2 are normally filled_
(with electrons) at equilibrium, quenching effects cannot occur (except 1,
in a narrow region immediately adjacent to the Cu S)until enhancing!;
radiation has' trapped- hole 's in the levels.	 Quenching radiation will
decrease the effectiveness^of the enhancing radiation 'but she net
effect will usually be enhancement.
Figure 4 . 23 showing results on a Clevite cell is a good example
of the self -enhancement effects of the monochi somatic light .	 With r
r
strong secondary illumination very little enhancement is produced /.-:
for photon energies greater than 1.6 eV. 	 Most of the enhancement-=8
effect of secondary illumination is'for those wavelengths not
' a{
f
=	
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sufficiently energetic to excite electrons from levels E 	 to the2
conduction band.
The effects of long wavelength secondary illumination require more
careful interpretation.	 As pointed out in section 4.3, the use of
A
steady primary and secondary sources can lead to confusion in inter --
prating enhancing and quenching data.	 In ;figure 4622 the results of
M
strong 9000 A secondaVy'illumination are shown. 	 At long primary
$ wavelengths the photocurrent was quenched slightly by the effect dis-
cussed above in which levels very near the interface can be filled
with electrons.	 Above 1.5 eV apparent enhancement of the primary
k
response was observed. 	 As explained in section 4.3 (see figure 4.20):
the effect was actually enhancement of the 9000 A secondary signal by
! the short wavelength primary. 	 The peak at 2.6 eV shows the effect of
intrinsic excitation of the US followed by hole trapping. 	 The slight
'A change from 8400 A to 8000 A for the transition from quenching to
_r
,G
enhancement is due to the .low intensity of the enhancing radiation
_
}
1
a
relative to the quenching radiation. {{
„ By using chopped monochromatic primary radiation and steady
I
-f, monochrumatic secondary illumination, -quenching and enhancement effects.
e
of the secondary radiation were studied. 	 Results of these experiments
c
were shown in figurs s 4.24 through 4,28.	 On single crystal US cells
two strong quenching bands were observed (figures 4.24 and 4.25) which i
t are associated with the transitions from E1 to E 2 (0.8 eV) and from ?
. }
the valence band to E	 (1.1 eV).. The transition at 1.1 eV corresponds
2
i
t.
to the higher energy quenching peak observed in the photoconductivity
^
` of sensitive US crystals.	 The quenching peak at 0.8 eV is slightly,!
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lower in energy than the peak observed in photoconductivity quenching t
l
If
(0.87 eV).	 However, excitation spectra for IR emission 84 have a lower
energy peak at 0.83 eV in better agreement with the present results.
At short wavelengths enhancement of the primary signal was }
k
observed.	 In the transition region from quenching to enhancement
the two processes are competitive making it difficult to determine
the exact onset of the enhancement.
	
Elimination of strong quenching
effects by use of 9200 A primary illumination allowed the onset of
enhancement to be determined (see ,figures 4.26 and 4.28).	 Agreement
is excellent with the energy determined from the transitions from it
quen.chitid to enhancement seen in the spectral response curves (figures
4.18 and 4.19).
In cell #1 a series of measurements were carried out to determine
whether the levels E 1
 4n4 E 2 were present before heat treatment of
'.f
the cell.	 Before forming the heterojunction, the photoconductivity 1
of the US crystal was measured (figure 4.15).
	
Attempts to quench
s;
the photoconductivity with infrared illumination showed no quenching._
The cell was then dipped to form a heterojunction, and secondary .
illumination was used in an attempt to-enhance or quench the short-
circuit photocurrent.	 The secondary illumination was found to have 4,
K
no effect on the phoioresponse.
	
After 1 minute heat treatment at
F
250°C, the long wavelength response was drastically reduced, but tf
' short wavelength secondary illumination enhanced this part of the
3,. spectral response (see figure 4.14),. 	 Strong quenching of this enhanced
response was then observed in two infrared bands associated with
transitions involving levels El ' and `E2 (figure 4.25). 	 The conclusion
^
r"
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drawn from these observations is that heat treatment introduces; the
levels E1 and E 2 into a narrow region of the WS adjacent to the
junction.
Dependence on Secondary Light Intensity
The results of measuring the enhancement effect as a function of
intensity of the secondary radiation (figure4.28) were most informa-
tive. Saturation of the enhancement is observed at secondary intensi-
ties which are very small compared to the primary intensities. As
secondar intensity was dec reased the time required to reach a steady
state enhanced current increased, but eventually enhancement was almost
5
as effective as with the highest intensities. 	 Cell #1 showed almost
completely saturated enhancement with secondary radiation whose in*_en-
I'
`
sit	 was l	 of theoprimarysource intensity.	 For this cell the primary Y	
/ 
	
Y	 P
intensity gave rise to an unenhanced photocurrent density of 1pamplcm2v
corresponding to a flux density of 6 - , 1012  electron/cm2 --sec .	 This
^
photocurrent was doubled by a secondary intensity of 1.6 x 10 	 watt/cm2
which corresponds to a photon flux density of 3.8 x 10 11 photon /cm2-sec. k
Thus each secondary photon resulted in 15 additional primary current
I.;
carriers being collected. 	 This observation clearly demonstrates the
gate-like role played 'b	 the conduction band spike.	 Decrease of `the8	 Y	 P
width of this spike by a relatively small number of trapped holes
opens the gate.	 Once 'a steady-state situation is reached the sole'
function of the secondary radiation is to replenish trapped holes lost
j by recombination processes.
The dependence of the photocurrent on the intensity of enhancing 	 -1
,r
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radiation can be estimated from equation (2.9). In this equation,
net donor density is a function of the intensity of enhancing radiation
since this radiation changes the charge state of levels E 2 . The
number of levels E 2 filled with holes nT, may be calculated from the
rate equation
do	 nT	 T (6.1)dt - ^ ° t2
where G is the hole-trapping rate and t 2 is the time the holes spend
in the level E 2 .	 Assuming the hole-trapping rate is proportional to'
secondary light intensity, the number of trapped hales is given by
NT
+
n	 =	 (6.2)T 1 + F
2
where N.
	
is the density of trapping centers, and a is a constant.
f; The net donor density, to be used in equation (2.9) can be
expressed as
i
(N	 (N= D-NA) - NT + nT 	(6.3)
From equation (6.2) it is seen that at high light intensities F,
+ 1
and long hole-trapping times t2, the number of trapped holes tends to
its maximum value NT ., This saturation of nT with enhancing radiation
intensity is responsible for the observed saturation of the enhancement t
effect at low light intensities.
	
Rough estimates of the intensity at
y	 . 154 3
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+r
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which saturation is expected were made using a value of t 2 determined
from the initial decay of the enhancement effect, and assuming a
reasonable hole-trapping efficiency. Enhancing radiation intensity in
the range of l to 10 uwatt /cm2 is estimated to be enough to reach
saturation in these cells in reasonable agreement with the experimental
results shown in figure 4.28.
Persistence of Enhancement
'	 Transient behavior of enhanced photocurrent is consistent with
the proposed model.
	
In figure 4.17, the 7,;,;X? A illumination was
turned off (at. t	 250 seconds) after the slow increase had consider-
ably enhanced the photocurrent.
	
After a dark interval of 100 seconds,
the light was turned on and fast return was observed to the previous
l	 enhanced photocurrent level. 	 The persistence of the enhancement
l
effect was investigated by irradiation with short wavelength (enhancing)
a
Tight followed by a dark interval, after which the transient response
to long wavelength light was observed. 	 Figure 4.31 showed a typical
experimental sequence.	 Figure 4.32 showed the initial long wavelength t'
l
photocurrent as a function of the dark delay interval.	 Significant$lw
enhancement persisted for up to a 1/2 hour delay, a result which cAn
t
only be explained by deep trapping controlling the long wavelength
j
{,
t,
response.	 After a 15 second delay the enhanced current is very nearly
at the same level as the response with simultaneous primary and secondary }'
illumination.	 This observation is evidence that free carriers generated
i
in the US near the junction have no significant effect on the long r=
f
wavelength enhancement.
F^
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The temperature dependence of the decay constant for enhanced
photocurrent shown in figure 4.34 yielded an activation energy of
0.95 eV. This is the thermal energy needed to excite holes trapped
in levels E2 to the valence band and corresponds to thermal quenching
of the enhanced photocurrent The activation energy g as somewhat
lower than the energy measured by optical quenching (1.1 eV) Energies
measured in thermal and optical quenching of photoconductivity show
the same discrepancy, thermal activation energies always being some-
what lower than optical energies. 85 Similar discrepancy has been
observed in energies determined by thermal and optical quenching of
luminescence in ZnS. 86 The similarity of optical and thermal quenching
of the enhanced photovoltaic effect to quenching of photoconductivity
leaves little doubt that the former are due to processes in the US
analogous to those seen in photoconductivity„ The trapping processes
for both photoconductivity and the photovoltaic effect are the same.
In the photoconductivity case, hole trapping leads to sensitization
by increasing the electron lifetime; for the heterojunction, hole
trapping leads to enhancement by narrowing the depletion width which
increases the transparency of the conduction band spike at the interface.
V-I Characteristics
The temperature independence of the V-I characteristics (figure 4-. 4)
suggests a tunnelling-limited forward current. Several possible tunnel- 	 t
king processes are indicated on the upper band profile of figure 6.2. 	 -`r
Simple tunnelling through a conduction band spike (1) is not consistent
r with the observed temperature independence since the incident electron
i
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1.
4flux on the US side of the barrier should be strongly temperature
dependent. Processes (2) and (3) involving electron tunnelling via
interband states appear to be the only mechanisms that can account
for the observations. At sufficiently high forward bias and at the
higher temperatures, process (1) may begin to contribute to the current,
accounting for the charge in slope of the V-1 characteristics in
figure 4.4. At forward bias greater than 0.4 volts, the 295°K character-
istic shows a greater change in slope than the lower temperature curves
consistent with this interpretation.
"5
Since the depletion widths in these cells are about 2 x 10 '^ cm
wide, tunnelling by processes (2) or (3) must occur at high field
points on junctions where considerably narrower tunnelling paths are
possible.
.t After heat treatment the situation is shown schematically in
the lower band profile of figure 6.2. The increased depletion width
due to compensation of the US layer adjacent to the interface explains
the .five order of magnitude decrease in forward current at room tem-
perature (figure 4.5) Below 290°K the characteristics show little
temperature dependence. Above 300°K current increases rapidly with
ti.
temperature (figure 4.6)	 The coefficient a of equation (2.2) is essen-
tially constant, increasing by only 25% as the temperature decreases
from 371 °K to 113°K. With the exception of the 288°K characteristic,
where a low value of a`i.s obtained, the values of a are between 20
and 25. The decreased current and increased value of a seen after t^
heat treatment are consistent with an intervening compensated US 	 a
<	 layer decreas. ing , the tunnelling probability.
t x
kq
i	
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Since appreciable tunnelling can take place only through barriers
no more than a few hundred Angstroms wide, thermal excitation of
carriers is important in determining the incident electronn flux for
the tunnelling process. At low temperatures, processes (2) or (3)
probably dominate and tunnelling may be the rate-limiting process
because of the low density of available interband states. At higher
temperatures, process (l) begins to compete, resulting in a strong
temperature dependence. At about I volt forward bias a sharp decrease
in the slope of the characteristics was observed even after correction
for series resistance. This bias voltage is almost equal to the barrier
potential and corresponds to tunnelling through the conduction band,
spike dominatingthe forward current. For cell #1 the low temperature
characteristics have the highest current in this bias region. Above
1  volt's the alope of the 288"K characteristic increases again probably
due to thermal emission over the barrier. Figure 4.6 shows the temper-
ature dependence of the forward current at a fired bias of 0.5 volts. z.
The activation energy of 1.2 eV obtained from the high temperature
region is evidence that at these temperatures forward current is due
to tunnelling through the conduction band spike with the incident
MW
electron flux being thermally activated
Measurements on an evaporated US cell over a limited temperature
range also resulted in temperature insensitive V-I characteristics
consistent with tunnelling-'limited forward current.
The crossover of the V-1 characteristics taken in the dark and
with 1,11umination on the junction (see figure 4.2) is one of the
major unexplained observations in the CuZS-CdS cells The incident
 I{
I
;x
Pw
E
w
light appears to have two effects; (1) generation of a photocurrento,
and (2) increasing the forward current of the cell. The spectral re-
sponse of the second affect has been shown to be very similar to the
spectral response for long wavelength enhancement of photocurrent, 35
Vnder strong white illumination the forward characteristic approaches
that of the non-heat-trea^ed cell where the forward current is inde-
pendent of illuminpition (see figure 4.3).	 These observations are
consistent with the proposel model.
Before heat treatment the forward current is independent of
illumination and the characteristics in the dark and light are similar
to the classical photodiode characteristics in which no crossover
is observed.	 However, the temperature independence of the forward
current (figure 4.4) implies a tunnelling process instead of the
usual thermally activated current over the 'barrier. 	 Heat treatment
causes diffusion of acceptor states E
2 
into the CdS resulting in a
widened depletion layer.	 even though the barrier height remains un-
changed, forward current will be greatly decreased due to the decreased
tunnelling probabIlity through a wider barrier.	 Under illumination
with photon energies greater than 1.5 eV the acceptor states E can
2
be populated with holes as explained in connection with photocurrent
enhancement.	 The net "`acceptor density and the depletion width decrease,
tending at high light intensities to the pre-heat-treatment values.
The forward current tumelling proces 's increases toward the limiting
pre-heat-treatment value.
	 Since variation of the depletion width by
hole occupation of level E is the mechanism responsible for both
2
the enhancement of long wavelength response and the increased forward
AI
t. 1^4
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current, it is evident that the spectral response of the two effects
will be the same.
Shioxawa et al. 23 have suggested that the resistance of the
compensated US layer is responsible for the de&caded long wavelength
response in the Cu 2S-CdS cells. Sh rland87 has attributed the cross-
over in the V-I characteristics to the presence of a series resistance
in the cell. Since photoconductivity of the compensated US layer
would determine the magnitude of the series resistance, these models
predict the same specttal response of enhancement and quenching as
the model involving a conduction band spike. The difference between
the models is that variation of the depletion width modulates trans-
parency of a barrier in onecase, while in the other photoconductivtt ',
decreases the internal series resistance of the cell. Recently,
i
van Aerschot et al. 35 have shown that the V-I characteristic in the
light cannot be explained by a series resistance that is only light'
k
intensity dependent. using the equation or a photovoltaic cell with 	 f
how decreasing the barrier, height would increase the collection effi-
ciency for electrons generated in the Cu2S layer unless a conduction
band spike exists.
In the model of Shiozawa et al. 23 a decrease in barrier height
i,
is postulated to account for the crossover of the V-I characteristics.
However, the lower barrier height in strong light appears to ignore
i
the affinity difference as a barrier to forward current.
The temperature independence of the V-T characteristics suggests
that the forward current is not due to thermally activated flow over
the barrier.
	
Changes in the depletion width can modulate the tunnelling
probability without affecting the barrier height.	 The observation _
that the forward characteristics under strong illumination tend to f;
the pre-heat-treated value is consistent with changes in the depletion
is width and unchanged barrier height.
After strong illumination, the forward characteristics are observed
to slowly drift back to the lower current dark value.	 At increased
( forward bias the drift is rmuch'more rapid. 	 This observation is con-
sstent with recombination of forward bias infected electrons with
holes trapped in levels E2 by the previous illumination._ 	 This recom-
bination increases the net acceptor density widening the depletionP
layer and therefore decreases the forward tunnelling current.	 With
n.o current flowing, as in the persistence of the enhancement effect
in the dark, very long decay times were measured.	 Electron flow
P
through the depletion region in either the forward or reverse direction ^
g
increases the recombination rate by which holes are emptied from the
,
traps, z	 r
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Junction Capacitance
Measurements of the Junction capacitance with and without illumin-
ation support the idea of a light-modulated depletion width. While
it is recognized that capacitance data under, strong Illumination
must be treated cautiously because of free carrier effects, it is
x.
still possible to gain some knowledge of depletion width behavior
under illumination.
Capacitance-voltage measurement's in the dark show that the depletion
layer is widened by heat treatment (see figure 4.10). 	 Illumination if
with short wavelength light results in increased capacitance.	 In some
cells for which optizal quenching was very strong, additional long
wavelength light was observed to quench the short wavelength induced
Pincrease in capacitance (see figure 4.11). 	 Since short wavelength
light	 1.5 eV) should decrease the effective accepto ,r density, and
long waveit_,^Sth light should reactivate the acceptorI4, these results
Ff
are in accord with the proposed model.
After short,wavelength illumination of the cells, the dark capaci-
tance decreases very slowly to the equili,,brium,dark value. 	 The equi-
librium capacitance could be attained very rapidly by illumination
with long wavelength light (< 1.5 eV) or by allowing a short period
with forward bias voltage applied. 	 Both these relaxation processes
are due to emptying of holes from the diffused-in acceptor levels.
Open-Circuit Photovoltajge
Oh' many, of the heat	 the maximum open-circuit-treated cells
photovoltage obtained with strong long wavelength illumination exceeds
163
the photovoltage obtainable with either short wavelength or white
illumination.	 On cell #4, Von	 0.4 volts for strong illumination
t
with photon energies less than 1.8 eV	 Additional illumination of the
cell with a weaker secondary source having photon energies greater .
4 than 2 eV resulted in quenching of the open-circuit voltage to 0.36 volts.
This result cannot be explained by any model invoking series resistance
as no net current was flowing through the cell.	 The proposed model
involving light-modulated depletion widths offers a simple explanation
of this effect.	 With intense long wavelength light the depletion
width remains wide. 	 Tunnelling through the conduction band spike is
f:
f inefficient, but sufficient carriers penetrate the spike to build
.'t
up the photovoltage.	 Because of the wide depletion region, forward
x
current due to the photovoltage is very small which allows a large
photovoltage to build up.	 Weak secondary illumination causes additional
{ photocurrent to flow, but it also populates levels E2 with holes,
shrinking the depletion' region. 	 The forward current which is presumably
a tunnelling process is very sensitive to the depletion width and
Y
therefore increases rapidly'.	 Because of the higher forward current
k when the depletionregion is narrow, the photocurrent can no longer
support as large a photovoltage.
	
The photocurrent and the forward .
current are therefore equalzed;'`at a lower Voc.
The"spectral response of open-circuit photovpf itage shown in
figures 4.14 and 4.20 show that fairly large('fl f'mvolts) open-circuit
k rI
K, photovoltages are generated even though the name light intensity
resulted in less than 10	 amps of short-circuit photocurrent. 	 It
.. is clear that these open-circuit photovoltages can only be maintained
.
r
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by such low photocurrent if the cell forward current is extremely low.
6.6 Light-Modulated Zener Breakdown
In sections 5,4 and 5.5, the observation of a large photocurrent
gain under reverse bias was described. The experimental observations
made on a large number of cells are listed in section 5.4. A model
r
involving light -induced Zener breakdown at high field points on the
junctions is proposed to account for these observations.
Figure 6 . 3 shows the band profile for the reverse-biased Cu2S-CdS
heterojunction. Three conduction band profiles are indicated schema-	 fi.
tically on the figure. The line labelled (1) represents the band profile
j at a planar interface between the Cu lS and the CdS.	 Line (2) represents
i the profile at a sharp protuberance of Cu 2S into the CdS.	 At such
a point-, the depletion width will be less than for the planar interfaceE,
interface is	 higher.
,
and consequently the electric field at the 	 much
Line (3) represents further chanaA in the band profile at sharp points
r° caused by photoinj ected holes. 	 Band-to-band tunnelling or Zener
breakdown occurs from the top of the Cu 2S valence band to the CdS
k
F^
conduction band.
The mechanism for the light -modulation of the tunnelling process
t
is very similar to the process described in connection with long
wavelength enhancement of spectral response in these cells. 	 In this
i
case, the electric field in the depletion region is modulated by free
l`
holes optically generated by bandgap irradiation of the CdS. 	 The
kholes t itdrift to the Cu2S-CdS interface int the potential gradient of
^. the valence band.	 The positive charge due to the free holes causes
V.
•
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the electric field to increase near the interface, narrowing the
forbidden region sufficiently for appreciable tunnelling across the
bandgap to take place.	 The magnitude of the observed photocurrent
- 4gain and its slow response (2 x 10	 seconds) requires that the holes
be delayed for a short time at or near the Cu 2 S-CdS interface.
The mechanism outlined above for depletion width modulation has
been invoked to explain the infrared enhancement of electro,lumineseence
in ZnS. 49	 Tunnelling through the top of a Schottky barrier was modu-
lated in this instance. Tunnelling from valence to conduction band
has also been used to explain electroluminescence experiments in
Cu2 S-ZnS heterojunctions
88
 but no light modulation was involved.
The light-modulated Zener breakdown described in this thesis is be-
lieved to be the first observation of such a process. 	 Becguse the
breakdown only occurs at high field points on the planar junctions,
the geometry in the breakdown regions is not known. 	 For this reason
no detailed theoretical treatment could be compared with the experi-
ments.	 In the following subsection a qualitative discussion is
presenteC relating the proposed breakdown mechanism to the experimental
observations.	 The last subsection presents an empirical approach
by which the dependence of the breakdown current on revez'se bias voltage
c
and light intensity are obtained graphically.
j{
Qualitative Discussion
Two of the experimental observations lead to the conclusion
that photo-injected holes are necessary for the light-induced break-
down effect.	 The first is the sharp threshold at the US band edge
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for onset of the breakdown effect, and the second observation is that
the maximum gain is always obtained with the light probe at the
depletion sayer edge on the US side of the junction.
The photocurrent which is approximately constant on many cells
from 1.4 eV to 2.4 eV is an electron current due to photoexcitation
in the CuZS and is apparently not related to the observed breakdown.
The first significant hole injection into the space charge region of
the ,junction occurs with US bandgap radiation at 2 .4 eV.	 The increa-
sing gain observed as the light microprobe moves away from the Cu2S
side of the junction is probably due to three effects?	 (1) increased
transit time for holes injected in the space change region, (2) de-
creased e ffect of the electron space C harge inj ected with the holes,
and (3) geometry of the field near -points where breakdown occurs.
J In most of the experiments a 20 micron by 1.5 micron line of light
parallel to the junction was the source of injected holes.	 Since
points at the Cu 2S-CdS interface are the major breakdown regions the
distortions of the electric field near the points will focus injected
holes to the high field regions. 	 Simple consideration of the field
r distortion near such points shows that with increasing distance from ;.
the point a longer section of the line image will result in holes
which drift to the high field region.
The threshold of 0`.2 volts for onset of the light-induced breakdown
is expected from the location of the Fermi level in the bulk CdS
,.	 I
In all the crystals investigated the Fermi level lies between 0 . 1 and 3:
0.2 volts below the conduction band edge.
	 In the Cu2S layer the r
Fermi 'level. is at or very near the valence band edge.	 Since Zener
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breakdown requires tunnelling from the Cu 2S valence band to the US
conduction band, a reverse bias of at least 0.1 to 0.2 volto is needed
j
to bring empty conduction band states opposite the occupied Cu 2S
valence band states. Similar breakdown effects observed on an electro-
plated Cu-CdS barrier cell showed no threshold, with appreciable gain ;a
being measurable with less than 10 millivolts reverse bias.
^r
Saturation of the breakdown effect is observed at very low values
of reverse bias.	 At less than 2 volts reverse bias the major increases
in the photocurrent have already, taken place.	 Since avalanche break-
down requires that the average kinetic energy of the holes be greater
than the bandgap, this mechanism can be ruled out.	 In the light--
,f
induced breakdown model the saturation occurs because the change in
the tunnelling barrier width per unit voltage change becomes smaller {
+	 at higher reverse bias. 	 This point will be seen more clearly in the
next subsection.
on several cells the dark current for the entire reverse biased
`	 junction was less than the current due to the breakdown induced by the
light microprobe (see figure 5.14).
	
Photo-induced breakdown current:
in excess of the dark current are also seen in the V-I characteristics
of uniformly illuminated cells (figure 4.1).	 Thus dark current modu-
lation by minority carriers 89 could not explain the observed effects. F
In a manner very similar to the enhancement of photocurrent, a
i
small number of photoinjected holes control a large current flow.
The possibility of the existence of a "p-n hook" giving rise to
i
F	 phototransistor action was investigated. 90	 However, the lack of an
adequate electron source on the Cu2S side would not allow such a
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structure to supply the observed currents.
The correlation of, the breakdown w^Lth defects at the junction.
supports the Zener breakdown model, since the existence of high field
points appears to be necessary for significant tunnelling to be pos-
sible. The large photocurrent gains observed with the light probe
at a defect on the junction and the reaponse time of 2 x 10 -4 seconds
suggest that the injected holes must be trapped iu some fashion at
the interface. Transit time and trapping effects in crossing the
junction are not responsible as the photocurrent due to photoinjected
holes at zero bias shows much faster response than the breakdown current.
Hole-trapping in interface states on the US side of the junction
i;
aq
could result in increased effectiveness of hole space charge leading
to the Large observed gain. 	 This mechanism was postulated by Tyagi
" and Garlick in their model of infrared enhanced electrol.uminescence.49
After heat treatment of the cells at 250*C in air the light-
a
induced Zener breakdown is greatly reduced. 	 Widening of the depletion
region by diffused -in acceptors reduces the fieJ:d at the junction. .
In addition., sharp points on the junction will be regions of high surface
;r
energy.	 During heat treatment there will be a tendency for the radius,
3
of curvature of these points to increase in order to minimize the x
surface energy of the junction.
	 The electric field at larger radius- {
points will be smaller resulting in decreased tunnelling:
Thelight-modulated Zener tunnelling mechanism appears to be the
only model capable of accounting; for all the experimental results on
} reverse biased Cu2S-CdS heterojunctions.
	
Although a quantitative
! p ; treatment of the mechanism has not been possible, all the experimental
,,.
}
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observotio-in are in satisfactory qualitative agreement with the
behavior expected of such a light-induced breakdown.
Semi-Empirical Treatment
The major obstacle to a quantitative treatment of the light-
induced Zener breakdown model is the non-uniformity of the effect
along the junction (see figure 5.17). Since the breakdown is apparently
extremely sensitive to the geometry at the interface with major effects
being localized at defects, it is impossible to analyze the problem
without at least a good approximation to the shape of the defect
Analysis of the similar problem assuming planar geometry was given.
I
	
	
,_
by Tyagi and Garlick. k9 in this section, equation (2.10) for the tun-
nelling probability will be used, in ;conjunction with a reasonable
estimate of the band profile at the highest field point, in order to
generate the dependence of the photocurrent on reverse bias voltage
and light intensity. An exact solution of the tunnelling problem
.a
at a point requires a three dimensional treatment= In the following,
a one dimensional treatment is given with modif ication of the shape
of the band profile being introduced to account for the increased
a	 E
field near a point
The tunnelling probability is given by equation (2.10) as a function
of the 'barrier width, 	 In order to proceed further the functional
is
dependence d on the applied voltage and on the light intensity F
is required. An accurate expression for'S(V,F) requires a knowledge
of the geometry of the junction at the point where tunnelling takes
n
i place. Lacking this knowledge, an empirical.expression for the barrier
k{	 17
f'
width has been used. In this expression it is asp
pleton width at the point is the same as for the
that the potential is a steeper function at sharp
si,on for d is
d	 1 3 [(V +V-Vth}1/3 - (V_Vth)1/3
8
sumed that the de-
planar regions but
points. The expres-
,	 (6,5)
where d is the zero bias width for a planar step junction, V  is the
diffusion potential, V is the applied reverse bias, and the threshold
voltage Vth is the potential difference between the permi level and
the US conduction band. The effect of light is introduced by varying
the width of the depletion region d as follows
e vB 1/a
d- '^	 (6.6)2q Np NA + P (F)	 '
1
where p (F) is the affective position charge introduced into the deple -
tion region by the light.
In figure 6.4 (a) , the variation of d with reverse bias is plotted
y	 ;
for dark (F w, O) and three values of light intensity corresponding
to p(F) being 1, 10 and 100 times (ND-NA) in equation, (6.6)
	The
	calculations of 6-were all made assuming 1St-cm US bulk resistivity.
	
r
r
In figure 6.4(b) the variation of current wtli a predicted by equation
(2.10) is plotted The three, intersecting lines correspond to the
short -circuit photocurrent at the various light intensities. The
slope of the line representing the tunnelling current is somewhat less
A
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than that calculated from equation (2.10) for the appropriate barr;{,per
i in CdS since the resulting current versus reverse bins plot is in ^t.
i
better qualitative agreement with the experimental curves.
Using figures 6 . 4(a) and (b) a plot of photocurrent as a function
of reverse bias was obtained (figure 6 . 5(a)).	 The photocurrent curve,
DI, was obtained from thL - otal current, with F	 10,'minus the dark "
current, Y _ 0.	 Since the experimental data of figures 5.13 and 5.14
k
were obtained with chopped light and phase sensitive detection of the j
photocurrent, the experimental data correspond to the graphically
.
x;
determined AI.	 The general features of the calculated photocurrent
versus reverse bias curve are seen to be in good agreement with those
s
of the experimental curves. 	 The discrepancy between the calculated
kt
coefficient describing the tunnelling cur-cent and the coefficient
actually used is not serious considering the approximations that
,: LL 3
have been made in treating the ,effect of light intensity and the
` geometry near the points.	 Since trapping at interface states appears
r ..^ e large gain and slow response of the breakdownnecessary to explain th 	 1	 	 y
t
effect	 it is .ex ected that higher fields may exist at breakdownP	 g	 y
t.
k r oints than the values predicted from 	 voltage and light dependenceP	 P-	 ^	 8	 g	 P
.. of 6 given in equation (6.5) and (6.6).
In figure6.5(b) the intensit7 4ependen.ce`of the saturated break-
^. down current is plotted.	 tria Curve with figures 5.15 and
5.16, it is observed that	 kglap,e Ar d*pendence at low light intensity
followed by the onset ofaaturation at high intensities is predicted
by this treatment of . the model. i.
xs
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
5
The photovoltaic effects of efficient Cu S-CdS heterojunctions
2 ^k
can be consistently explained by a model in which the transparency
iG
of a conduction band spike to photoexcited electrons tunnelling from
1
the Cu S controls the photoresponse.	 In the proposed model, the
2 i z.
transparency of the barrier can be varied by changing the density of
ionized acceptor states in the CdS layer at the junction.	 Heat treat-
mont of the cells introduces acceptor levels into the CdS. 	 The charge
state of these levels can be changed to a less negative value with
respect to the lattice eitherby optical transitions from the levels
to the conduction band or by capture of holes excited by intrinsic
i
radiation.	 In this way, light absorbed in the CdS can decrease the
effective P.cceptor` density, resulting in a reduced deplevLon width
at the junction.	 The conduction band spike narrows with the depletion
width, increasing its transparency to photoexcited electrons in the
Cu2S conduction band :.
The effects predicted by this model and observed experimentally
-are
(1)	 V-I characteristics having larger forward current under-
z
short wavelength illumination than in the dark,
('2)	 loss of long wavelength response after heat. treatment,
.k 177	 ,. w
is
(3)	 existence of fast and slow components in the photoresponse,
F'f
(4)	 enhancement of long wavelength response by relatively low
intensity short wavelength secondary illumination,
(5)	 optical quenching of the photoresponse in two inf"ra.red
bands,
(f)	 persistence of the enhancement efLCct for long dark intervals,
(7)	 quenching of long-wavelength-generated Voc by additional
short wavelength illumination,
(8)	 increased junction capacitance after short wavelength illumin-a
ation and rapid return to the equilibr:Izn. capacitance on
illuminating with infrar6d
From optical quenching experiments the positions in the US
,4
^
bandgap of the energy levels effective in modulating the photoresponse
I
are 0.3 eV and 13. eV above the valence band.	 The deeper level which
is responsible for the persistence of the enhancement has an activation
{ energy for thermal emptying of 0.95 eV and a hole capture cross-section
t of 2.5 x 10-15 cm2.
Measurements of the temperature dependence of the forward V-I
r chartnteList cs of these cells shows that the current fits an equation
of the form
I	
Io (e V-1)	 ,	 (7.1)
where a is a temperature independent constant.
	 The temperature
independence of Io for non-heat-treated cells indicates that the forward
IIII
t
P	
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characteristics are dominated by a tunnelling process through interface
states,
Light microprobe measurements resulted in direct determination
of the ambipolar diffusion lengths on both sides of the Cu2S-CdS
heterojunction. On the US side diffusion lengths between 3 x 10_4
and 6 x 10-4 cm ±10 percent were measured. On the Cu 2S side the mea-
sured diffusion lengths ranged from < 1 x 10-5 to 3 x 10-5 cm i25 per-
cent. The diffusion lengths measured in the US are in good agreement
with values reported in the literature for undoped US crystals. The
measurements in the Cu2S are the first direct determination of diffusion
E
lengths in this material. 	 The values obtained substantiate previous
estimates based on the optimum Cu 2S layer thickness for efficient photo-
voltaic cells.
Fx Reverse breakdown under short wavelength illumination is satis-
factorily explained by light-induced Zener breakdown_. 	 Light microprobe
I	
.3
x
investigation shows that this breakdown is localized at imperfections
such as cracks on the junction.	 A mechanism in which photoinjected_
holes modulate the depletion width at high field points on the junction
resulting in band-to-band tunnelling is shown to qualitatively explain .
` this phenomenon.	 The experimental observations explained by this
c
mechanism are:
_;
(1)	 photocurrent gain in excess of 2000,
(2)	 a threshold of 02 volts reverse bias for the breakdown,
(3)	 intrinsic excitation of the CdS necessary for light'-induced
breakdown,
s
I
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(4) saturation of the breakdown current between 2 and 4 volts
reverse bias,
(5) maximum photocurrent observed some distance from the junction
on the US side,
(6) photocurrents in excess of the incident photon faux and
the reverse dark current,
(7) large v.riations in light-induced breakdown along the junctions,
(8) reduction or elimination of the breakdown effect by short
heat treatment of the cells.
Measurements have been concentrated on heterojunctions formed on
single crystal CdS. However, measurements made on a Clewite evaporated
CdS thin film cell indicate that the conclusions reached in this
dissertation are applicable to these cells. The only siCnificant
difference observed in the thin film cell was the absence of the lower
energy quenching band at 0.8 eV Absence of this quenching band does
not change the main features of the proposed model.
s
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